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James summiting The Bump Track near Wandong

Photo: Chris Wright/Trail Bus

Summit in sight

Just over one year ago, our lives changed significantly, and we all had to adapt very quickly to a new vocabulary, and
a new way of working and living. But after conquering a number of lockdowns and seeing our world significantly
shrink as borders closed, the uphill struggle has an end in sight. Vaccines are being distributed and administered
and there is a sense, both domestically and overseas that a return to “normal” is closer than ever. The Diary team
felt this month’s cover photo best reflects this. When not writing for and editing the Warrandyte Diary and WD
Bulletin, Editor James enjoys running the hills and valleys of Victoria. The photo below was taken during a recent
mapping expedition at the western end of Kinglake National Park, in Mitchell Shire — which almost a year to the
day joined Greater Melbourne inside the Ring of Steel. See the centre for our Year in Review special.
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IT’S TAX TIME
We specialise in
helping businesses

Refer to our new website for more
information: ptasaccountants.com.au
Speak to us now - we welcome
business and personal tax enquiries
Super advice will be provided by Personalised
Taxation and Accounting Services as an
authorised representative of SMSF Advisers
Network Pty. Ltd. AFSL No.: 430062

We ne
qualified maintenance plumber

If you’re interested, we would love to hear
from you — employment@h2pro.com.au
Check out our FB to see what we are about.
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“Procrastination is the art of keeping
up with yesterday.” — Don Marquis
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OVER THE HILLS

By JOCK MACNEISH

OVER
THEthings
HILLSchange...
The
more
We return to our roots and sift
through the Warrandyte Diary
archives to find how Warrandyte
has changed (or hasn’t at all) over
the last 50 years.

LOCAL MEALS ON
WHEELS: CAN YOU
HELP?
Warrandyte Diary P1 & 9
April 1971
The Meals on Wheels scheme is about to
begin in Warrandyte for residents of both
the City of Doncaster and Templestowe
and the Eltham Shire.
The launching of the service follows
months of planning and behind-thescenes activity.
Community leaders and elderly people
this week welcomed the news that Meals
on Wheels was starting.
O n e e l d e rly ma l e p e n si o n e r to l d
Warrandyte Diary:
“This is wonderful. Let us all hope that
the volunteers who are putting so much
work into the scheme are well rewarded

By JOCK MACNEISH

by strong support from residents.”
Volunteer drivers have held meetings and
rosters have been drawn up for delivery
of meals.
Key figures in the Meals on Wheels service
are the Warrandyte & District Welfare
Service, Dr. A. Kostezky, and Mrs. Marie
Coleman, Director of the Victorian Council
of Social Service.
Mrs. Coleman said this week that Dr.
Kostezky had been concerned at the
number of older people in the district,
who in her opinion, were not receiving
adequate meals.
Dr. Kostezky and Mrs. Coleman discussed
the problem.
At a public meeting in the Warrandyte Hall
last December the Warrandyte and District
Welfare Service elected a committee to
launch Meals on Wheels.
Mrs. Coleman said this week: “Most
elderly people are happier to live in their
own homes in a community they have
grown to love over a period of years.
“Many elderly people are solitary, their
husband or wife having died, many live
a long way from their children, if they
have any.
“Delivered meals can help to maintain
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OUR NEWSPAPER
The Warrandyte Diary was established in 1970 as a small local
newsletter. Although it has developed over the years, it has retained
its strong community character, being produced mostly by volunteers
with only one aim: to serve its community. Financed solely through
advertising, it guards its not-for-profit, non-commercial status and its
independent voice. The Diary carries a strong editorial bias towards
the people, environment and character of the place it serves. Its
monthly circulation is 3,500 copies and it is available in Warrandyte,
North Warrandyte, South Warrandyte, Park Orchards, Wonga Park,
Warranwood, North Ringwood, Kangaroo Ground and Research.

them in a more healthy condition, and
provides a friendly, regular, visiting service,
and a link with the community for those
who have become housebound with
increasing age and frailty.”
Meals are being purchased from the Judge
Book Memorial Homes in Eltham.
Under the scheme, the Welfare Service is
eligible for a subsidy of 10 cents a meal
from the Commonwealth Government.
Applications have been made to the
Councils in the City of Doncaster and
Templestowe and the Shire of Eltham for
additional subsidy.
The service is selling meals to people
referred by themselves, or their doctor, at
a figure below the cost of meals.
A dinner has been arranged for Thursday,
April 29 at Potters Cottage to help raise
funds.
Committee members have tickets at
$5 a single which includes a meal and
refreshments.
If you feel you would like to donate in
helping Meals on Wheels please send your
cheque to Box 256, Warrandyte.
Donors so far include Warrandyte Branch
ALP, Mr. K. Wilson, Mr. J. Wright, Mrs. P.
Craker, Miss A. Branston.

WARRANDYTE

A SPECIAL PLACE
Warrandyte (approximate population 8,000) is situated on the Yarra
River, some 27km from Melbourne. For countless ages a well-stocked
hunting ground of the Wurundjeri people, in 1851 Warrandyte became
the site of the first official gold discovery in Victoria. It soon established
its character as a small, self-sustaining community set in a beautiful river
valley. Around 1900, the miners, orchardists and tradespeople were
joined by a number of young painters who were founding the Australian
nationalist arts tradition. Now a commuter suburb of Melbourne, the natural
beauty, community spirit and sense of independence of Warrandyte has
been largely retained. This newspaper is the voice and true expression
of that spirit.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
The Warrandyte Diary acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the lands
where Warrandyte now stands, the Wurundjeri people of the Kulin nation,
and pays respect to their Elders — past, present and emerging — and
acknowledges the important role Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
people continue to play within our community.
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Readers are advised that the
Warrandyte Diary accepts no
responsibility for financial, health
or other claims published in
advertising in this newspaper.
Responsibility for election and
referendum comment in this
issue is accepted by James
Poyner.

NEXT ISSUE
Next issue of the Diary will be published Monday, May 10, 2021.
Advertising and editorial copy closes Friday, April 30, 2021.
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Fitzsimons Lane River Peel relocation

By SUSAN FOREMAN

ONE OF THE City of Manningham’s
most recognisable landmarks is about
to move to a new home.
The River Peel sculpture will be
relocated as part of the Fitzsimons Road
Upgrade, being delivered by Major Road
Projects Victoria.
The artwork is currently situated at
the Fitzsimons Lane and Porter Street
roundabout, which is being redeveloped
to remove the roundabout and install
traffic lights.
River Peel will be carefully dismantled
and temporarily placed into storage
before being reinstalled further along
Fitzsimons Lane, close to the Yarra River
crossing.
Manningham Mayor Cr Andrew
Conlon described the River Peel as an
“iconic local artwork signifying the
unique river landscape and orcharding
past of the local area of Doncaster and
Templestowe”.
He said the relocation of River Peel
from the roundabout to farther along
Fitzsimons Lane will allow residents
and visitors to continue to enjoy this
sculptural piece in Manningham.
Work to remove the sculpture from its
current home will begin on April 8, with
the relocation expected to be completed
by the middle of the year.
River Peel was created in 2001 by artists
Michael Bellemo and Catriona Macleod.

It draws on the local heritage and
surrounding landscape, imitating
the Yarra River as it bends and turns
through the area, and an apple peel
to reflect the history of orchards in
Doncaster and Templestowe.
MRPV has worked closely with
M r B e l l e m o a n d Ms Ma c l e o d ,
Manningham Council, Parks
Victoria, Department of Transport,
and Wurundjeri as the Registered
Aboriginal Party to agree on the
relocation site for River Peel.
The move will ensure the sculpture
continues to be a gateway piece to
Manningham on Fitzsimons Lane.
The Fitzsimons Lane Upgrade will
redevelop four intersections along
Fitzsimons Lane, which is a major
thoroughfare connecting Melbourne’s
northern suburbs with the city and
eastern suburbs, and is used by more
than 60,000 vehicles every day.
Major Road Projects Victor ia
Program Director Dipal Sorathia said
the Fitzsimons Lane Upgrade has
been designed to respond to the area’s
growing transport needs, while also
respecting the heritage of the local
community.
“We’re proud we’ve been able to
help find a new home for River Peel,
which ensures it keeps its status as an
important Manningham gateway piece
for decades to come.”

He said, once completed, the road
will be safer for all road users and
provide drivers with faster, more
reliable journeys.
Community objection
The project remains a focus of strong
community protest.
The large-scale removal of trees at
the Main Road and Fitzsimons Lane
intersection — during the February
lockdown — has not sat well with many
residents, who felt the timing was a
smack in the face for objectors.
T h re e re s i d e n t s l o c a l t o t h e
roundabout have become alarmed at
MRPV’s interaction with local Councils
and the community during the design
stage and early works.
Vicki Shukuroglou and members of
the Johnstone family convened a wellattended meeting at the Eltham bowls
Club last week to report on meetings
with MRPV and to plan further protest
action.
Local engineers told the meeting they
had presented calculations and plans
supporting their contention that the 25
per cent reductions in traffic volume
(14,000 vehicles per day) resulting
from the North East Link have not been
factored into the 6-8 lane design, only
to be told the MPV design supports the
business case for the Project.
Other speakers highlighted gaps

in the environmental approvals and
processes.
Ms Shukuroglou called for this
meeting be the beginning of a call to
“Pause this Project”.
A full report of the meeting will be
published in the April WD Bulletin.
MRPV said in a statement, the
project is the first in a multi-billiondollar pipeline of road upgrades

in Melbourne’s north as part of
Victoria’s “Big Build”.
The statement said the project is
generating much-needed jobs as part
of the State Government’s COVID-19
response.
MRP V remains committed to
delivering the Fitzsimons Lane
Upgrade by the end of 2025.

The new Fourth Estate: if not us, then who?
editorial
By SANDI MILLER
IT IS UNIVERSALLY acknowledged
that the role of the media is “to speak
truth to power”.
To demand answers from those
in power and to keep government
accountable.
We are witnessing across the
country what happens when power
goes unchecked, when those in power
think they are above scrutiny, either
through a complicit media, or a “news
desert”.
With the decline of commercial
news media, especially in the local
sphere, like it or not, community
media is now the only avenue left to
speak that truth to power.
If not for us, who is to keep local
councils accountable?
The state and national media
do not care if a park is closed in
Manningham, or a tree is felled in
Nillumbik.

Council communications
departments across Australia are no
doubt delighted that they do not have
to answer awkward questions about
permit applications, and that their
quarterly newsletter, or a tweet, can
suffice as “community engagement”.
Many Councils can now spin as
much as they like and there is no one
there to challenge them.
Thankfully not so in Manningham
and Nillumbik, as the Warrandyte
Diary is there to both assist Council
in promoting their work, and
challenging decisions that may not
meet the “pub test”.
Our Councillors and Council
Officers work hard for our community
and largely have our best interests
at heart.
But they do not always get it right,
and so the community needs to know
what they are doing, and be given a
voice to express their concerns when
Council does not meet community
expectations.
During COVID, council meetings
across the country went online, and

this is a good thing for transparency,
but how do the technologically
unsavvy hear about the decisions
made by their local government?
Their local community newspaper or
newsletter should be a space for such
things, not just to regurgitate Council’s
spin, but to question these decisions,
to give voice to the objectors, to
uncover the ramifications of these
decisions.
And largely, to be honest, council
meetings are boring.
But for the community to know
there is someone there watching, and
to unpack what has been discussed
— and for the Council to know that
someone is watching with a critical
eye — is at the heart of democracy.
And it is not just councils that need
to be kept in check.
State and Federal Departments
make broad brush decisions that
affect our local communities.
A road project may be good for the
wider metropolis, but is it good for the
community who will lose amenity or
have their community cut in half by

a freeway?
Who is there to give voice to these
concerns and ask the questions about
the fairness of bureaucratic decisions?
Manningham Council, at last
month’s Council meeting, voted to put
a motion to the Municipal Association
of Victoria’s State Council Meeting for
the peak body to obtain a 49 per cent
stake in News Corp’s Leader Group.
Is that good for democracy?
If Council own a major stake in the
media that is scrutinising them, is that
good governance?
Sure, local councils and politicians
do advertise with the Diary, but so
do many of our local businesses and
community groups, so we can balance
the influence of these advertisers
against one another, to ensure evenhanded coverage of issues, tempered
by our journalistic integrity.
Owning their own media outlet will
not remove the perception of spin
that would come with every story in
support of a Council initiative,.
The ABC is removed from
government by the ABC Charter, that

both Government and the ABC need
to adhere to, which allows for media
independance.
A joint venture between Murdoch
and Local Government I can only see
spin one way.
Cr Mayne and Cr Lange spoke the
praise of Warrandyte Diary as being
the last bastion of local media left in
Manningham.
As readers would be aware, the
Warrandyte Diary team have been
proactive in filling the void left by
the commercial media and last
year commenced publication of
the monthly WD Bulletin to take up
stories important to Manningham
and Nillumbik.
We are always looking for support
to continue our work “by the
community, for the community”,
either from advertisers, volunteer
reporters, or even letters to the editor.
So, if you want to support grass
roots democracy, there is no better
place that your local community
newspaper.

Nillumbik Council launches COVID recovery fund
WHILE RESTRICTIONS have eased in
Victoria, the impacts of COVID-19 will
continue to be felt by the community,
especially as we transition to COVID
Normal.
To support the community with the
ongoing challenges of the COVID-19
pandemic, Nillumbik Shire Council
has launched the Nillumbik Recovery
Fund.
The Nillumbik Recover y Fund

will provide grants to local services,
community organisations, and
businesses to support recovery and
community resilience initiatives.
Nillumbik Mayor Peter Perkins said
that Council recognised there was a
number of different recovery needs
within the community.
“These grants have been tailored to
best reach those in need of support
to recover from the impacts of this

pandemic,” Cr Perkins said.
Funding has been rolled into one
grant package, with three distinct
purposes of support aimed at helping
the community to respond and recover
from COVID-19.
The three grant streams are:
• Community Services Brokerage
Grants — up to $500 of funding
available to local service providers
and community organisations to

support individuals and families
to be healthy and well during the
recovery phase of COVID-19.
• Community Recovery Project
Grants — up to $5000 available
to support local community
organisations and businesses to
deliver community-led projects
or events that support community
recovery and resilience from
COVID-19.

Industrial, Commercial, Domestic

DAMIEN NOTT

0438 537 773

Call Damien for a quote on 0438 537 773, 9844 2287

DEAD, DANGEROUS & LARGE TREE SPECIALIST
tree removals – tree pruning & surgery
stump removal – storm damage – prompt reliable service
free quotes and advice – 24 hour service
fully insured – experienced climber
BEN 0417 364 178 – Qualified arborist
Your local service provider for 15 years

• COVID-19 Community QuickResponse Grants — up to $2,000
available to local community
groups and organisations, for oneoff costs to help them to respond to
the impacts of COVID-19.
Applications are now open and will
close 11:59pm Sunday, May 16, 2021.
For more information, guidelines
and to apply visit www.nillumbik.vic.
gov.au/NRF.
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Councils focus on youth engagement
By SUSAN FOREMAN
MANNINGHAM AND Nillumbik
councils have both taken steps to give
a voice to their municipalities’ youth.
Both councils have recently updated
their community engagement policies
and through that process identified the
need to gain a diverse perspective on
matters impacting people within the
community.
Through a policy of deliberative
engagement with young people, both
councils have said they aim to provide
young people with a stronger voice and
sense of importance in community.
Nillumbik
Nillumbik’s youth have a new voice
with the appointment of the first
Nillumbik Youth Council.
The 15 members of the Youth Council
were announced at the Nillumbik
Shire Council meeting on March 23
and will be appointed for two years.
The new Youth Councillors are Taj
Andreetta, Joseph Bowman, Cavan

Cartwright, Bailey Cumming, Orianna
Edmonds, Kirra Imbriano, Imogen
Jaques, Brianne Keogh, Maali KertaRice, Maverick Knight, Jack Linehan,
Katie O’Brien, Indiana Sandwell,
Fieke van der Kamp, and Lachlan
Wadsworth.
Aged 15 to 25 years, the Youth
Councillors are passionate about
their community and will represent
the views, ideas and needs of young
people.
Mayor Peter Perkins congratulated
the inaugural members on their
appointment.
“I’m really pleased we now have a
Youth Council which will advocate
on behalf of the young people of
Nillumbik.
“I look forward to working with you
all and hearing your ideas on how
we can best support our youth,” Cr
Perkins said.
Cr Ben Ramcharan, who is the
Councillor representative on the
committee, announced the successful

nominees at the March Council
Meeting and said he was excited to
appoint a Youth Council.
“I’m 25 years old, I was 24 when I
got elected.
“As a young person, I know that…
young people today have a lot to worry
about from never being able to afford
their own home, to climate change —
we don’t know what our future is going
to look like,” Cr Ramcharan said.
“It’s critical we listen to young people
and give them a voice,” he told the
meeting.
He thanked everyone else who
nominated and said the unsuccessful
applicants would be pointed towards
other opportunities to be involved
with Council.
Manningham
Manningham Council has endorsed
plans to establish its first Youth
Advisory Committee to represent
the voice of young people, which will
inform Council decisions and provide

valuable input into Council strategies
and policies.
The committee will be set up in
2021/22 following consultation with
young people in Manningham over
the coming months.
Manningham Mayor Cr Andrew
Conlon said it is imperative to consult
with young people from the beginning,
to ensure that this advisory committee
is relevant, attractive to young people
and ultimately a success.
“Previously, Council has sought
the views of young people via youth
advisory forums and youth councils,
but establishing an advisory committee
makes their voice a permanent fixture
in the business of Council.
“With an expected growth of almost
one thousand young people aged 12
to 25 in the next nine years, we want to
ensure young people in Manningham
are helping inform Council decisions.
“With growing concerns among
the young population on issues such
as climate change, mental health,

cultural representation and more,
there is no better time than now for this
advisory committee,” Cr Conlon said.
The Youth Advisory Committee
will consider Council’s plans and
strategies, as well as seek views on
issues affecting young people and feed
it back to Council to influence decision
making and priority setting.
Over the next few months Council
will run a series of youth-focused
groups and forums that will inform
Council how the committee will be
set-up.
Young people who have nominated
to be part of Council’s Community
Panel will also be invited to participate
in the group consultations and forums.
The Terms of Reference and scope
of the new Youth Advisory Committee
will be determined later this year,
following the consultative period with
young people and once the Council
Plan and Health City Strategy for 2021
to 2025 are in place.

Staying local to honour their service this Anzac Day
By SANDI MILLER
AFTER LAST year’s lockdown saw
Anzac Day commemorations much
changed, Victorians will be able to
honour the sacrifice of our service men
and women in person this year.
While attendance at the Dawn
Service and March to the Shrine of
Remembrance is to be limited this year,
local services will be held at local RSLs
across the state, including Warrandyte.
The Victorian Government has
worked closely with RSL Victoria to
ensure veterans and their families
could march this year, but encourages
Victorians to stay local on Anzac Day.
Chief Executive Officer of RSL
Victoria Jamie Twidale said RSL
Branches and local councils across
the state are gearing up for an Anzac
Day that will see the whole Victorian
community commemorate in a COVID
Safe way.
“This Anzac Day — as we have done
every year for over a century — we will
remember them — Lest we forget.”
RSL sub-branch, local government
and community services are being
planned, so finding a service close to
home is an easy, meaningful, and a
COVID Safe way to remember those
who served.
The Anzac Day March can proceed
safely with 5,500 people, in line with
the application submitted by the RSL
and approved under Victoria’s Public
Events Framework.
The traditional Dawn Ser vice
and Commemorative Services will
also be held with smaller numbers
in partnership with the Shrine of

Remembrance, and streamed for all
Victorians to watch on Facebook.
The Warrandyte RSL has advised
that the traditional Anzac Day march
and service will proceed on Sunday,
April 25.
The march will step off at 10:30am in
Yarra Street, from the carpark opposite
Whipstick Gully Road.
A service will be held at the cenotaph
in the RSL Memorial grounds at the
conclusion of the march at 10:45am.
Secretary of the Warrandyte RSL,
Del Caulfield said there will be limited
reserved seating available from the RSL
balcony for elderly or disabled veterans
or those with restricted mobility.
Attendants will also be available to
anyone requiring assistance on the
day.
“Regrettably due to COVID-19
restrictions, the community morning
tea which usually follows the service
cannot be provided,” she said.
The Lions Club of Warrandyte will
instead offer a sausage sizzle within the
RSL grounds with all proceeds going to
the Lions Club of Warrandyte.
Police have confirmed that Yarra
Street, will be closed between
Whipstick Gully and the Warrandyte
Bridge for the duration of the march.
42K Media will again be working with
the Diary to produce a Livestream of
the Warrandyte service.
Details on how to view the stream will
be made available in the week leading
up to the event.
Readers can also share their show of
remembrance from home by taking
part in #lightupthedawn on social

media, while observing the traditional
minute’s silence from their driveways,
front yards, or balconies.
Anzac Day, April 25 — one of our
most important national days — began
as a commemoration of the landing
of Australian and New Zealand forces
at Gallipoli in 1915 during World War
One.
It has grown to become a reflection
on the service and sacrifice of all
Australians who have served in conflict
or on peacekeeping operations.
On Anzac Day, donations to the
Anzac Appeal are encouraged through
anzacappeal.com.au.
To reserve seats or for any further
information about the local service
please phone Del Caulfield on
0481 307 696 or leave a message at
warrandytersl@gmail.com.

Photo: JOZICA KUTIN

Neils Withoff plays the Last Post at 11am, Anzac Day 2020

Ways to commemorate
Dawn Service
6am
In your front yard
#lightupthedawn

Last year’s service Livestreamed

March
10:30am
Starts at the Car Park opposite
Whipstick Gully Road
and proceed along
Yarra Street to RSL
Anzac Service
10:45am
Warrandyte RSL
113 Brackenbury street
Or on Livestream

Little Coco is flummoxed with all the possible peripatetic destinations

The Noye family Light up the Dawn on Anzac Day 2020
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Manningham Yarra Ward Report:Happy Easter
council notes

By COUNCILLOR CARLI LANGE
LAST YEAR was a year like no other,
and it has been followed by a different
feel to the beginning of a new year.
However, many things remain the
same in Yarra Ward, such as our
wonderful community spirit and
support for each other when times
get tough.
Our Yarra Ward residents are
passionate, committed and caring of
their village township.
Jumping Creek Road, Wonga Park
This month Jumping Creek Road
Reference Panel members have met
with Council officers and myself.
The Reference Panel has advocated
for good project management,
continual community consultation,
wild-life protection and revegetation
works to be part of this project’s future
stages.
The Reference Panel has advocated
that this will enable natural,
complementary and sustainable
materials for the area.
The inclusion of planting
maintenance for good establishment
of new vegetation, policies, and
guidelines w ill ensure proj e c t
consistency and on ground outcomes.
100 Acres, Park Orchards
Park Orchards residents have enjoyed
the 100 Acres bushland conservation
reserve for many years.
Park Orchards Rate Payers
Association (PORA) has expressed
concern about the deterioration of
the park’s condition and wish to
develop a better understanding in
the community about the park’s type
and size.
PORA’s President, David McNiff said

this park is not a standard metropolitan
council park.
“The park is an example of bushland
within the metro area and is classified
as a ‘Conservation Reserve of Regional
Significance’.”
I enjoyed the PORA tour guide taking
me on a walk-about of the 100 Acres
Reserve.
I explored the biodiversity and
bushland flora and fauna and
understood the community’s issues
at hand.
Warrandyte footbridge
Pearson’s suspension bridge was
located at Pound Bend but was swept
away in the 1934 floods.
The bridge crossed over the Yarra
River from Bend Reserve to current
State Park land at the end of Glynns
Road, North Warrandyte (blackened
posts remain at this location).
Recently, social media posts and
residents have requested support
for the reconstruction of the North
Warrandyte to Warrandyte Pedestrian
Bridge.
I understand that residents from
both sides of the river once used
the pedestrian bridge crossing near
Glynns Road to Pound Bend for several
purposes:
• fire-escape potential,
• access to Warrandyte Goldfields
shops for North Warrandyte
residents — meaning they would
be more likely to use those services
rather than head into Eltham,
• potential reduced traffic across the
road-bridge and,
• possibly less need for a path to be
made along Research-Warrandyte
Road
Wonga Park Community Hub
The Wonga Park community is
advocating for a Community Village
Hub and associated connection point,
more than ever after COVID.
Wonga Park has little township, few
cafés, connection points, or amenity
services, and most residents need to go
outside their municipality for everyday
essentials.
Wonga Park residents have told me
that they have had to watch their once
thriving community village sit vacant
for many years.
I look forward to working with Wonga
Park residents to see how we can

Meals on Wheels
needs your help
THE PLACE THAT helps people in
need, now needs some help of its
own.
Manningham Council’s Food
Services, also known as Meals on
Wheels, is seeking volunteers to help
deliver meals to older people across
our community.
Manningham Mayor Cr Andrew
Conlon said the Food Services
program enabled older people to
remain in their own homes and
maintain their independence, and
volunteering was a great way to assist
older residents by getting involved in
the delivery program.
“In the last Aged Ser vices
Satisfaction Survey, respondents
said the meals they received were

varied and nutritious, and they
looked forward to the days their
meals were delivered.
“Many also thanked volunteers
for their friendships and looked
forward to the days they saw each
other,” he said.
Jacqui Tregear volunteered with
the Food Services program for 10
years until she retired at the end
of 2019.
“The experience is just as rewarding
for us volunteers as well,” she said.
All volunteers will work under
Manningham Council’s COVID Safe
Plan to safeguard their safety and
that of our older residents.
All volunteers have the option to
deliver meals on their own or with
another team member.
Volunteers need to have a current
drivers licence, a reliable and
comprehensive insured vehicle
and be available between 9am and
11am, either Monday, Wednesday
or Friday on a weekly, fortnightly
or monthly basis; or be part of an
emergency pool.
Volunteers will also need to
agree to a police check and will be
provided with a $15 voucher at the
end of each delivery run.
For more information and to
get in touch, contact Coordinator
Food Services Gaynor Florence
on 9840 9384 or foodservices@
manningham.vic.gov.au.

restore the Community Village and
create a thriving community hub once
again.
Arundel Road and Knees Road,
Park Orchards — drainage and
roundabout
Residents have raised concerns with
me regarding pedestrian safety and the
potential conflict between vehicles and
pedestrians in Park Orchards.
Residents are concerned that traffic
problems on Arundel Road, Park
Orchards (west of Knees Road) are
due to the lack of a footpath along
Arundel Road.
Also, some residents object to the
proposed roundabout for the corner of
Knees Road and Arundel Road.
Over the last decade, residents have
seen pedestrian safety getting worse
and have contacted Council numerous
times.
They say, “It’s not our children that
we don’t trust”.
“It’s the parents who are running
late and will do whatever it takes to
save time.”
One resident told me: “I am aware the
majority of Arundel Road residents are
not opposed to creating a ‘No Through
Road’ on this part of the road — yes,
it will take a little while to get used to,
but surely, children (and adult) safety
takes precedence over conveniences”.
The footpath along one side of
Arundel Road is being prepared
given its connection between nearby
schools to address pedestrian safety,
and residents are advocating to the
Department of Transport to reduce
the speed limit to 40 km/h in the street
combined with the mix of pedestrians
and cars.
Also, residents understand the
proposed roundabout at the Knees/
Arundel roads intersection aims to
make it safer for vehicles to turn into
and out of Arundel Road, with less
conflict with traffic on Knees Road.
I look forward to continuing to
work with residents to advocate for
pedestrian safety and effective traffic
management.
Lions Park, Warrandyte —
Masterplan Upgrade Stage 2
Lions Park in Warrandyte has a
significantly valued grassed area
adjacent to the raised deck area of the
Taffy Jones’ Hut, which offers a great
spot for viewing performances, plays,

poetry readings, and an everyday spot
for families to meet.
A resident told me, “It is already a
very popular picnic spot especially
on weekends and frequently used by
many members of both the local and
broader community”.
Successful events like the opening for
the A Year of Wonders photographic
installation saw 250 plus people
enjoying the live music, food and
photos from their picnic rugs spread
across the grass.
The local community believes the
flat grassed area in front of Taffy’s Hut,
should remain and continue to provide
a very useful community space.
“Many locals love the grass area and
want it left as it is for people to have
family gatherings, picnics, games and
relaxing on.
“It is also a lovely intimate level
space for people to watch musicians,
speakers and other performers”, says
a local resident.
Residents have told me that they
are worried that the extension of the
playground into the grassed area will
disrupt the view of the river and result
in visitors unable to use the grass space
in front of Taffy’s Hut.

The community feels many more
people of different age groups could
use this area if it remained as grass,
rather than being made into another
playground.
Since the grass area has been there, I
have watched many people of all ages
enjoying the area for family picnics,
games of skittles, ball games and
exercise.
A resident also recently told me, “It
has been lovely to see the new areas
around the bridge being used so
much more, and when the trees and
shrubs grow it will add to the beauty
of the area.”
People are already making use of the
BBQs, picnic tables, gym equipment
and using the terraced seating area for
taking in the view.
The landscaping project has certainly
been a pleasant addition to this
beautiful suburb of Warrandyte.
I look forward to working with
Council and community for a desired
outcome.
Cr Carli Lange
Yarra Ward, Manningham
0433256840
carli.lange@manningham.vic.gov.au

your say
Letters to the Diary must include full name, address and phone number, even if not intended for publication.
Content may be edited for reasons of style, length or legality. editor@warrandytediary.com.au

Watch out for our roos
Dear Diary,
I am mortified with so many deaths
and accidents in Jumping Creek Road
in a particular part of the road near
Hooper Road.
I travel most days, and always see two
or three roos dead or having too be
put down.
The anguish of children seeing this
and sometimes being involved in the
carnage.

Today police had to come from
Lilydale, as the injured roo was causing
mayhem with drivers.
We need to desperately put up more
signage to protect our wonderful
wildlife.
It is so sad to see them always in that
same spot.
I rang Manningham Council as they
are in charge of the road.
I expressed my worry and concern

for the animals and people driving so
fast, they took my details and will get
back to me.
We need to look after our precious
animals, what can you do to help?
I suggested glowing signs to Council
and many more wildlife signs, as that
road is like a freeway, the gateway to
the Yarra valley and beyond
Jenette Killen
Wonga Park

Generations meet at Warrandyte PS reunion
Dear Diary,
For the past 10 years I have organised
the reunion of the pre 1940 beginners
at Warrandyte Primary School No.12.
This year was our 21st anniversary
and we now welcome beginners (and

partners) up to 1970 —which includes
my own 4 children.
I enclose a photograph from our latest
reunion on Sunday, March 7, which
am sure would be of interest to your
readers.

We had three pre 1940 beginners and
quite a few pre-1970 beginners, mostly
young men.

Christine Scott (nee Spetts)
Park Orchards
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Fire restrictions lifted in Manningham and Nillumbik
By SUSAN FOREMAN
FIRE RESTRICTIONS have been lifted
in Country Fire Authority (CFA) areas
of Manningham and Nillumbik.
A statement from the CFA said, in
the latest Australian Seasonal Outlook
above average summer rainfall has led
to a reduced bushfire risk for autumn.
These conditions have led to a
reduced fire activity in both grasslands
and forests this summer.
Much of Victoria will continue to
experience milder conditions and
lower bushfire potential over the
coming months.
CFA District 13’s Fire Danger Period
ended on March 22 in the following
Municipalities:
• City of Knox
• City of Manningham (CFA area)
• City of Maroondah (CFA area)
• Yarra Ranges Council (CFA area)
On March 29, fire restrictions ended
across CFA District 14, which includes

the following Municipalities:
• City of Melton
• City of Wyndham
• Shire of Nillumbik
• City of Whittlesea
• City of Hume
• City of Banyule
CFA District 13 Acting Assistant Chief
Fire Officer Colin Brown said the grass
is too green in some areas within the
District for fire to be sustained.
“Meanwhile other areas may see low
intensity fire sustained with low flame
heights and controlled with minimal
effort,” he said.
A/ACFO Brown emphasised that
while the FDP is coming to an end
in some areas, it is still important to
remain vigilant.
“We’re urging everyone to stay safe,
whether you’re living in or travelling
to high bushfire risk areas,” he said.
CFA District 14 Assistant Chief Fire
Officer Christian Thorley reminded

people that even though the fire
danger conditions are favourable,
vigilance is still required.
“Please monitor the conditions on
hot, dry and windy days, as we may
still see some days of elevated fire
risk,” he said.
Burning Off
Although the Fire Danger Period
has ended, it is still important that
residents check the local conditions
are safe for any burn-off they were
considering undertaking.
“You must register your burn-offs,
check weather conditions and follow
local council laws and regulations.
“Registering your burn-off ensures
that if somebody reports smoke, the
incident will be cross-checked with
the burn-off register, which will then
prevent CFA crews wasting resources
and showing up at your door,” AFCO
Thorley said.
Landowners can now register their

burn-off online at www.firepermits.
vic.gov.au.
Alternatively, you can register
with the Emergency Services
Telecommunications Authority (ESTA)
by calling 1800 668 511 or emailing
burnoffs@esta.vic.gov.au
When conducting burn-offs, remain
alert and always have resources on
hand to extinguish the fire.
Angelo Kourambas – Director
City Planning and Community at
Manningham City Council reminded
residents burning off in the open air
in Manningham is only allowed with
a valid permit.
Manningham Council does not
issue permits during the declared Fire
Danger Period or at any other time
when localised conditions present a
significant risk.
Following the end of the Fire Danger
Period in Manningham, Council is
now accepting applications for permits
to burn off.

Permit applications are assessed on
the information provided.
More information about burning
off in Manningham is available at
manningham.vic.gov.au/burning-off
Keep your burn off safe and legal:
• Check fire restrictions in your area
and always register your burn at
www.firepermits.vic.gov.au.
• Check and monitor weather
conditions — particularly wind.
• To avoid unnecessary calls to
emergency services, notify your
neighbours beforehand.
• Leave a three-metre fire break, free
from flammable materials around
the burn.
• Have sufficient equipment and
water to stop the fire spreading.
• Never leave a burn-off unattended
– stay for its entire duration.
• If your burn-off gets out of control,
call 000 immediately.

Amendment C131: Earthworks in the Green Wedge
By SANDI MILLER
AT NILLUMBIK Council’s March
meeting, Council voted to propose an
amendment to increase regulation of
earthworks in the Green Wedge.
As the Diary reported late last year,
dumping of clean fill has become
an issue across peri-urban areas of
Melbourne.
Bunjil Ward Councillor, Karen Egan
last July highlighted the damage
caused to neighbouring properties
and bushland when large scale
dumping changes natural water flows,
creating ecological and water quality
concerns.
“The effects of fill dumping in a
Green Wedge Zone are not limited to
the site of the works.
“ The damage to surrounding

roads and infrastructure along with
disruption to the local community
can be considerable,” Cr Egan said
last year.
Cr Egan and Councillor for Sugarloaf,
Ben Ramcharan championed the
motion at the March 2021 meeting,
which follows a similar planning
amendment in the City of Hume.
Cr Egan said a recent case saw more
than 300 trucks per day delivering soil
to the site.
“This is not just a landowner filling
in their swimming pool… this is
mammoth … with silt runoff into
waterways and a total change to the
landscape,” she said.
Cr Ramcharan, told the meeting that
the problem was a major issue for the
Shire and that he received complaints

about illegal earthworks “left, right
and centre”.
“It is time we took a stand, it is not
something we want for Nillumbik, it is
not something we want for our Green
Wedge Shire,” said Cr Ramcharan.
Victorian Planning Minister Richard
Wynne authorised the preparation
of Amendment C131Nill, which will
apply to the Green Wedge Zone and
Rural Conservation Zone, and require
a permit for earthworks involving the
receipt, importation, stockpiling of
more than 100 cubic metres of fill.
Nillumbik Mayor Peter Perkins said
the large-scale dumping of clean fill
had become a significant issue across
the Shire as seen more recently in
Chapel Lane, Doreen.
“This is also an issue faced by

many peri-urban councils across
Melbourne, who are watching this
closely,” Cr Perkins said.
“I would like to reassure landowners
that the amendment will not interfere
with normal farming practices that
generally involve less than 100 cubic
metres of fill,” he said.
The original proposal was made by
the previous Council, and the current
Council reaffirmed its support for the
amendment at its March 23 meeting.
The amendment will be
publicly exhibited on Council’s
Participate Nillumbik website:
www.participate.nillumbik.vic.gov.au.
Council advised that dates are still
being finalised, but the exhibition is
expected to start late April, early May.

Main Yarra Trail missing link a step closer to existence
By JAMES POYNER
THE MUCH-anticipated missing
link between Mullum Mullum trail
and Warrandyte River Reserve is yet
another step closer to becoming a
reality.
Manningham Council is currently
in the process of linking the shared
path which terminates at Pound
Road, to the River Reserve at Taroona
Avenue Reserve, via a shared path
along Taroona Avenue — and possibly
up the service road on HeidelbergWarrandyte Road.
The Diary first covered this story in
2018, when a planning applicaton was
first advertised on Taroona Avenue for
a boardwalk to be constructed along
the length of the road.
Following a long consultation
process, Rachelle Quattrocchi, Director
City Services has now informed the

Diary works could begin as early as
next month.
“Manningham Council is currently
undergoing a tender process to appoint
a contractor to construct the 410 metre
shared path along Taroona Avenue in
Warrandyte that will connect to the
Warrandyte River Reserve.
“This path is part of the Warrandyte
connection to the Main Yarra Trail.
“Works on this section of path are
anticipated to start in May/June 2021
and will take approximately three
months to complete.
“The next stage of this shared path
connection, from Pound Road to
Taroona Avenue, is in the concept
design phase.
“Following community feedback in
2020, Council is assessing the options
for use of the service road as part of this
shared path and is designing this with

residents, pedestrians and cyclists in
mind,” she said.
In June 2020, Council letter-dropped
households on the service road
which runs adjacent to HeidelbergWarrandyte Road, informing them
Council was investigating installing a
bike path along the service road.
Residents rejected the concept
outright siting safety concerns.
In a letter, signed by all residents
along the service road, which was sent
to the Manningham Council Planning
Department, the residents outlined
their objections.
“Our service road will be subject to
accident/collisions if this goes ahead.
Our driveways are built in such a way
that we have to reverse our cars to go
out and with bikes it would definitely
become too hazardous.
So our driveways would have to be

redesigned if this plan stands, if so
who would bear the cost?”
Hopefully, residents’ concerns will
be taken into account.
Once complete, all that will remain
will be the final section — between

Warrandyte High School and Beasley’s
Nursery and Warrandyte will finally
have a safe trail linking it to the city
along the Yarra River.
The Diary will continue to provide
updates as this story continues to
develop.

New dog on-lead area around Warrandyte Lions Park
MANNINGHAM COUNCIL has
made changes to dog controls in
the Warrandyte River Reserve to
ensure dogs remain on lead near
the Warrandyte Bridge including the
recently upgraded Lions Park area.
The change has been introduced
to support safety for residents and
visitors to this area and those enjoying
the newly upgraded community
facilities within the reserve.
Dogs must be on lead within the
newly designated on lead area,
which is a 260-metre section of the
Warrandyte River Reserve, between
183 Yarra Street and the Warrandyte
Bridge.
T h e n e w o n l e a d a re a i s i n
accordance with Council’s resolution
in September 2020, which introduced
Order Number 4 Dog and Cat Controls
across Manningham.
This order was introduced in line
with the Domestic Animals Act 1994.
There are still sections within the

Warrandyte River Reserve that are
designated as off lead areas.
In Manningham, dogs are only
permitted off lead in designated
areas providing the dog is kept under
control at all times.
Dogs must be on lead within 15
metres of:
• public barbecue facilities
• children’s play equipment
• organised sporting events
• approved community functions or
public outdoor meetings.
There can be penalties for owners
who let their dog off their lead in areas
where it is not permitted.
It is important to note that dogs are
not permitted within the Federation
Playspace area of this reserve.
For more information, on dog
controls including on and off lead
areas, visit manningham.vic.gov.
au /changes-to-dog-on-lead-areas
or call 9840 9333.
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Warrandyte’s heritage, diminished
By BRUCE DAVIDSON
JO AND JOHN Pearson are leaving
Warrandyte, and their departure leaves
an enormous hole in our community
and our hearts.
I first met them when they moved into
Cemetery Rd in 1981.
They were great neighbours and we
soon became close friends.
We were quick to realise that they
were somewhat “well connected”.
They seemed to know everybody and
everything that was going on around
town.
We later found there was a reason for
this, their connection to Warrandyte
went back over a century!
They were what you might call
“Warrandyte Bluebloods”.
Jo’s great grandfather arrived in
Warrandyte in the 1890s and her

grandmother, Alice Schneider was born
in Warrandyte in 1900.
Jo is a third generation Warrandytian
and John’s parents arrived here in 1951
so he is first generation.
His father Neil helped maintain
the RSL building and was forever
associated with the club.
Jo and John also have a long
association with the RSL, both serving
on the committee and John as President.
Jo served on the Taroona Kinder and
the Anderson Creek P S Committee.
Jo and John both attended Warrandyte
Primary School.
After secondary school, Jo’s first job
was at the Gedge’s Pharmacy and she
later worked for Sue Jones and the
Farmakis brothers in Warrandyte and
numerous other chemist shops in the
district.

Jo is an accomplished musician
having performed many times in the
Follies, the Carols, on the Festival stage
and with the Bellbird Singers.
In various bands and individually,
Jo has performed at almost every
Warrandyte venue including the
Mechanics Hall, the RSL, the Grand
Hotel, the Warrandyte Café, the White
Owl café, as well as Kellybrook and
Eltham Community Centre.
There were also gigs in inner city pubs.
More recently Jo turned her hand
to teaching music and she nurtured
a dedicated group of students who,
I am sure, will lament her leaving
Warrandyte.
John played footy for Warrandyte
and was a founding member of the
Blackndytes basketball team which was
a forerunner of the Redbacks.

For many years he was a keen golfer
with Warrandyte mates and when the
golf soured, he went cruising on his new
Harley Davidson.
Jo also has a close connection with
this masthead.
As a 14-year-old, Jo belonged to
an informal youth group called the
Keystone Club (instigated by Ken
McKenzie) and they folded and collated
the early issues of the Diary.
The work was actually done in the old
grandstand at the football ground.
When their sons Michael and Rory
moved to WA, Warrandyte lost two
fourth generation locals.

Now both married and well settled in
Perth with children, it was clear to Jo
and John that the locus of their family
had moved west, and it was time to
follow.
So recently, and very reluctantly, Jo
and John sold up, packed up a container
and the caravan and after a gruelling
round of farewell dinners and parties,
left for Perth on the March 12.
Warrandyte wishes them all the best!
Stop Press
Jo and John have just purchased a
house in the northern Perth suburb of
Joondalup.

Jo Pearson

John Pearson

Local schools share in maintenance boost
WARRANDYTE, Wonga Park and Park
Orchards Primary Schools are some of
more than 200 schools across Victoria
receiving a share in $10.4 million of
Planned Maintenance Program (PMP)
funding.
PMP funding ensures schools can
undertake essential work to grounds
and classrooms such as fixing roofs
and windows, painting, resurfacing
floors and replacing windows, as well
as external landscaping works like
pathways and lighting.

More than $2.4 million will go
towards maintenance to Shelter-inPlace buildings at 11 schools, which
provides emergency accommodation
to staff and students in the case of a
bushfire.
The funding is on top of over $27
million of PMP funding already
provided to 357 schools in the 2020
school year.
This funding ensures existing
buildings at Victoria’s 1,500 state
schools are safe, modern and properly

maintained.
Warrandyte Primary School Acting
Principal, Nieta Manser said that the
school received $115,000 for their
School Maintenance program.
“All that money is earmarked for
repairs that were detected through
the new Condition Assessment Report
as part of the new Rolling Facilities
program,” she said.
$105,000 of the money will go into
the school’s Shelter in Place building.
The other $15,000 is for other areas

such as roof leaks, building repairs.
Minister for Education James
Merlino said the PMP is about
ensuring that every Victorian school
is well maintained and safe to provide
the best possible environment for
students to learn in.
“Our record investment in school
infrastructure is delivering high quality
classrooms for our hard-working
principals, teachers and staff, as well
as students and families,” he said.
Works are deter mine d by an

evaluation system which uses up-todate information on the condition of
schools to create a faster and more
targeted allocation of PMP funding.
In the past five years, the Labor
Government has invested more than
$9 billion in more than 1,600 school
upgrades — creating more than 10,000
construction jobs — and is now ahead
of schedule on its commitment to
open 100 new schools by 2026, with
48 new schools opening between 2019
and 2022.

LIONS AUSTRALIA CELEBRATING 100 YEARS

SERVICING THE NEEDY AND DISADVANTAGED, AND COMMUNITIES THROUGHOUT AUSTRALIA.

WARRANDYTE LIONS WAS ESTABLISHED IN 1972.
THEY HAVE SERVICED OUR COMMUNITY FROM FUNDRAISING
VIA OUR OP SHOP SALES.
CONGRATULATIONS WARRANDYTE POTTERY EXPO, ON THE 2021 EVENT.
Lions Warrandyte are proud to be associated with this magnificent event.

NEW MEMBERS ARE NEEDED TO HELP OUR COMMUNITY PROJECTS.
FOR ENQUIRIES REGARDING THIS, PLEASE CONTACT: 0407 533 342
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After 35 years, it is time to say goodbye
By JO FRENCH
AFTER MORE than 35 years of looking
after the children of Warrandyte
and surrounds, Jenny Lynch, Centre
Director of the Warrandyte Childcare
and Preschool Centre, has decided it is
time to retire.
Jenny and I sat under the giant Liquid
Amber that shades the garden, one of
several trees planted by Jenny years ago,
and spoke about her time at the Centre,
the things that have changed and her
thoughts on retirement.
She only sits for a few minutes before
one of the children, Billy, sidles up to
her, telling us his favourite thing here is
being outside.
“Well, that is one thing that hasn’t
changed,” says Jenny, smiling.
“It has always been a really big focus.”
“It’s a lovely playground that we have
got, and children can be children out
here.
“They can get wet, they can get dirty,
take some calculated risks, but they have
the support of educators.”
“I suppose it goes back to my own
childhood memories of playing and
being given that freedom.
“There was never any problem about
getting dirty or wet, you could be out
there, come home, clothes go in the
washing machine, you can have a bath
and you are clean.
“I was given that opportunity as a child
and I suppose that is at the core of what
I do because I have such fond memories
of childhood myself.
“As Kieran, my husband, always
says, I have never lost the wonder of
childhood,
“I can still sit back and watch, and
every day see something happening
for the first time, and you think that’s
amazing, and you watch children grow
and change.”
Jenny says it is about a holistic
approach to education.
“I’ve always been keen to try new
things,
“The whole time I have been here
I have studied, I started off with a
certificate and ended up with a degree.
“ I’ve s t r i ve d t o ke e p my ow n
knowledge fresh and up to date and I
have worked with a lot of students.”
Impar ting her knowledge and
experience to the next generation of
teachers is important to Jenny and many
student teachers have come through the
doors for training.
Some stay on for years after their
studies are completed.
“We have a really experienced group of
staff,” says Jenny, “and it is about being
open minded, being open to change.”
Though children are still children,
Jenny has witnessed many changes
over the years.
“Paperwork has increased immensely,
and regulatory things have become
more complex,” says Jenny.
“There is a greater emphasis on
education than when I first started.”
Jenny says she is experiencing mixed
emotions about retirement.
“It’s been such a big part of my life;
some might say I have been married
to my job.”

Jenny with Fletcher, Eve and Matilda, second generation children taught by Jenny
Jenny is looking forward to having
the time to re-establish her vegetable
garden and, when the world rights
itself, is looking forward to travelling
again.
“I’ll also get into some craft; I want
to learn how to weave.
“I’m looking forward to having the
time to do that.”
Jenny says it has been a real privilege
to have met so many families and
people over the years.
“I have experienced some really
joyful times with families, but there
have been other times where there has
been tragedy, and you share that, and
I think that is a real privilege that you
have been able to be there to support
people in those times.
“I think that is really important, and
all the different families that have
come through and the impact we have
made on the children that you see
down the street or at the supermarket
serving you, or at the milk bar.
“It has been fabulous.”
In a recent letter to Centre families,
educator Melissa Rennie shared some
insights into Jenny’s history at the
Centre.
Jenny has had such a long and
rich history with the centre from its
inception.
For over 35 years, she has sustained a
viable centre.
Not only did she build the home of
the centre, but she has also built the
heart of the centre through the strong,

experienced, and skilled team of
educators.
Jenny has seen generations of families
within the Warrandyte community
connected to the centre.
In 1984 a co-operative was formed
in Warrandyte to assist locals to find
employment.
This group set up a mud brick maker, a
wood chopping yard, and a childcare
facility.
Whilst the mud brick maker and
wood chopping quickly went by the
wayside, there proved to be a high
demand for childcare services and the
group found themselves employing
additional staff.
In the May of 1985, Jenny started at
the centre, working with children
under three in the building known
as “The Little House”, a two-bedroom
house situated on what is now the
bike track in the big yard.
After a few years Jenny’s role
expanded, as she took on the added
responsibility of doing the centre’s
billing and payroll, whilst still
working with the children.
Over time her role evolved into a coordinator role, which she shared with
the centre’s original kinder teacher,
Pam Booth.
Together they saw the building
expand to what it pretty much is
today, with its official opening being
held in 1988.
In her 35 years at the centre, Jenny
has seen the centre’s name change,

Billy and Jenny

along with its logo. She has worked
with three kinder teachers and led
hundreds of childcare professionals.
Jenny has proudly worked with many
student educators during her time,
supporting and mentoring them to
instil the same passion she has had
for the early childhood profession.
Most importantly, during her time
at the centre, Jenny has worked with
over one thousand children and

their families, on which she has left a
lifelong impression.
Jenny will be remembered for creating
an environment for all children that
allows them the time and space to
be children, to get dirty, wet, walk
around without shoes and take
calculated risks in a supportive
environment.
Jenny’s last day at the Centre will be
Friday, April 30.

Tributes for outgoing MannaCare CEO
By SANDI MILLER
LONG SERVING CEO of MannaCare,
Ross Dawson, has retired after 17 years
at the helm of the Manningham aged
care service.
Mayor Cr Andrew Conlon paid
tribute during Council’s March
Council meeting, saying Mr Dawson
has steered the organisation’s strategic
partnerships and helped strengthened
the Manningham aged care system.
“Mr Dawson has led his team with
compassion and understanding and
fostered a culture of empathy, care,
dignity and respect,” he said.
“This is something a lot of families
appreciate, including many
Councillors who have had family
members cared for by MannaCare.”
As CEO, Mr Dawson has overseen
re n ovat i o n o f bu i l d i ng w o rk s,

transforming the site into a thriving
re s i d e n t i a l e n v i ro n m e n t ; a n d
established POWER, an oncology
wellness and exercise rehabilitation
program assisting older people
undergoing cancer treatment.
Mr Dawson was also an integral part
of Manningham Council’s Aged Care
Review, which helped transition past
contractual arrangements into a more
contemporary and sustainable model
of aged care.
Cr Conlon thanked Mr Dawson
for nearly 17 years of service and
making a difference to the lives of the
Manningham community.
“The work you have done and have
set in motion will be felt for many years
to come.”
Manningham Council presented
a gift to Mr Dawson as a gesture of

appreciation.
C h a i r o f Ma n n a C a r e , D a v i d
Meiklejohn, released a statement on
MannaCare’s website to congratulate
Mr Dawson on his achievements.
“We thank him particularly for his
leadership and guidance during this
past challenging pandemic year.
“MannaCare today is a much larger
and substantial business than the MCA
[Manningham Centre Association Inc]
that Ross took over as CEO in 2004 and
we thank and congratulate him for his
leadership and vision over the years,”
Mr Meiklejohn said.
MannaCare is a not-for-profit
provider of residential aged care and
home services, rehabilitation and
home maintenance.
Mr Dawson is succeeded by Tracy
Laethaisong.
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How is flooding affected by climate change?
green edge
By CHARLOTTE STERRETT
WarrandyteCAN

LATE MARCH saw New South Wales
(NSW) experience its worst flooding
in decades, with torrential rain
and widespread floods leading to
thousands being evacuated, and parts
of the state being classified as disaster
zones.
The rainfall, relentless across the
east coast, has swollen the three
rivers enclosing Sydney — the
Nepean, Hawkesbury, and Georges
— as well as the many others that flow
through coastal NSW and southern
Queensland.
NSW Premier, Gladys Berejiklian
has described the NSW floods as:“Not
like anything we have seen for at least
50–60 years”.
The NSW Mid North Coast, including

the towns of Port Macquarie and Taree,
has been particularly affected.
As reported by the Climate Council,
the deluge comes on the heels of
other extreme weather events that
have assailed Australia in recent
years, including droughts, extreme
heatwaves and, of course, the Black
Summer bushfires.
This pattern, of long droughts
followed by unprecedented
downpours, is what we expect from
climate change.
A warmer and wetter atmosphere
can hold more water vapour — around
seven per cent more for every degree of
warming — and provide greater energy
for weather systems.
Globally, and in many parts of
Australia, we are already experiencing
more of our rainfall in the form of
torrential downpours.
If the current trend continues, the
frequency of today’s most intense
precipitation events is likely to almost
double with each degree of further
warming.
What about Warrandyte and our
beautiful Yarra river?
Written records of flooding in
Warrandyte date back to 1863, two
years after the first bridge was built in
1861 (located behind the present-day
Museum), when heavy rain washed
away the bridge completely.
Further flooding occurred in 1934,

and water inundated many of the lower
lying streets.
In more recent times, flooding has
never reached previous levels as the
river is regulated by outflow from the

Upper Yarra Dam, commissioned in
1957.
This means we are unlikely to see
significant river flooding in the future.

This does not, however, mean we are
immune to flooding altogether.
Extreme rainfall events like those we
saw in January 2020 (which brought
significant storm and hail damage
locally) are on the increase.
A n d w e a re a l l t o o awa re o f
Warrandyte’s bushfire risk which will
only intensify as the climate crisis
unfolds.
The science tells us that these types
of extreme weather events are set to
become more — not less — intense
and the billions of dollars in damage
that is wreaked will continue to climb.
Stronger action on climate change
is fundamental to protecting
communities and to preventing far
greater losses in future.
Urgent change must be taken and
taken now.
Email your Federal MP today to stress
the necessity of reaching net zero
emissions by 2035.
This article is an adapted version
of an article that appeared on the
Climate Council’s website: www.
climatecouncil.org.au/climatechange-nsw-floods.
Charlotte Sterrett is a member of
local climate change action group
WarrandyteCAN.
If you’d like to become a climate
change hero, find them on Facebook.
www.facebook.com/warrandytecan.

Warrandyte designer shines in kitchen competition
WARRANDYTE INTERIOR architecture
graduate, Sarah Hamilton, put her
COVID lockdown hours last year to
good use.
Sarah has been named first runnerup at the 2020 Ms&Mr Kitchens design
competition, which attracted more
than 1000 enquiries and 67 entries from
aspiring designers all around Australia.
The competition is for student
designers and Sarah said that the fact
she has had experience working on
kitchen designs in the past helped her
stand out from other entrants.
“Kitchen design is not normally
something that gets covered at Uni, it is
more the big design elements, and not
so much the cabinetry and so forth, so
having that experience really helped,”
she said.
Living in Warrandyte really helped
inform her design, as she used her own
kitchen plans as the basis for her entry.
“The river and the trees, bringing what
is outside the window inside, using
gumleaf green for the splashback.”
She said she found tiles that look
like water foam flowing over rocks
that really made the kitchen link with
the river.
A firm believer in lifelong learning,
Sarah has juggled tertiary education
for many years with creative work;
from helping customers at a high-end
furniture store furnish entire spaces,
to running her own interior design
business, Sarah’s Home.

“I started my studies at TAFE for
a Diploma of Interior Design, later
progressing to a Bachelor in Interior
Architecture, and this year I’m starting
my Masters in Architecture, so I can
work in commercial design,” she said.
As Sarah explains, you can only
improve with experience.
Which is why she embraces any
opportunity to freelance or take part in
competitions.
In fact, she is a second time prize
winner for the Ms&Mr Kitchen design
competition.
“I was shocked to win again this
year, but it is certainly great for my
confidence; an affirmation of my work,”
she said.
“As there aren’t many competitions in
the industry for emerging designers, it’s
good to use every opportunity offered.”
She said since the previous
competition in 2019, she has noticed
her skills have improved.
“My computer skills have improved,
together with my rendering skills — the
more you practice, the better you get
at determining what works and what
doesn’t.”
Ms&Mr Kitchens Co-founder, Louie
Liu, said the competition required
participants to follow a real-life design
process.
“It’s exactly what a professional
designer would do in presenting a
client proposal,” he said, explaining that
entries were judged by a diverse panel

Less visits, straighter

of experts for functionality; aesthetics;
practicality to build; and meeting
submission criteria.
By drawing inspiration from her
backyard — the stunning wildlife,
flowing waters and huge gumtrees of
Warrandyte — Sarah brought elements
of the beautiful scenery inside, through
her choice of colours and textures.
And it was a winner!
Ms&Mr Kitchens design competition
Ms&Mr Kitchens specialises in
kitchen design and manufacturing,
with five showrooms across Melbourne.
Co-founder Louie Liu explained that
they created the design competition in
2019 after struggling to employ high
calibre designers.
“We wanted this competition to be an

smile

You can now get the straight teeth you’ve been
wanting with as little as 6 appointments to our
practice. Book online at lavrinortho.com.au.
1 Milne St, Templestowe VIC 3106

(03) 9846 3811

awesome experience for participants
— an opportunity to support up and
coming designers while seeing their
great work,” said Louie.
“A win-win situation because we get
access to fresh talent, while they gain
real industry practice, recognition
and possibly a foot in the door into an
extremely competitive sector.”
“We even created a librar y of
resources to help participants with
their entries, including webinars, online
videos, guideline materials, email and
telephone support.
The competition was sponsored by
Laminex, Caesarstone, Blum, Casentino
and E&S, and supported by University
design schools across Australia.
The winner took home $2000 cash,

while two first runner-ups won $1300
each, and three second runner-ups
won $800 each.
All prize winners received full sets
of sponsor sample kits valued at $500
to kickstart their design consulting
careers.
Sarah is currently setting her sights
on a community design competition,
as part of her Masters.
“We are working the international
Redesigning Cities Competition, and
the site for the whole of East Coast
Australia is in Croydon South at the
Eastfield Shops.
“I am focussing a lot on disability
access, because it is not great in
Croydon, much like here in Warrandyte,
very hilly and with difficult access”.
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A body in motion ... tends to not stop so well
much ado
By KATRINA BENNETT
COVID HAS certainly changed how we
do some things.
Home haircuts paved the way for
the return of the 80s fashion icon, the
mullet.
Students around the country were
pleading their way out of detentions
by claiming their mother/brother/pet
Dachshund were doing such a poor job
of a bowl cut that they only let them
do half a job.
For me, it changed how I rode my
bike down to Warrandyte.
The footpath had become so crowded
with calorie counting, Apple Watch
wearing, yoga panted, takeaway coffee
cup holding, walkers that I had to
break my self-imposed, lifelong ban
on riding on the road.
Which was great while there were no
cars on the road.
Then the cars came back.
I must have missed that memo.
This is how I found myself, being
rudely reminded of a physics equation
that may or may not have been taught
to me in Year 12.
I = i(2) x F x A / T
Let me refresh your memory on this
little-known Newton’s 5th law.
I (injury) = i (idiot factor squared) x
F (force) x A (acceleration) / T (talent).

This is obviously not the first time I’ve
had to apply this equation in my life...
or possibly the last.
Riding down Research Road, in a
scene to rival Scotty James in a half
pipe, I catapulted with perfection,
executing the perfect double front flip
with a twist.
Where the wheels came off, literally,
was the landing.
Presumably it wasn’t a 10/10.
Finding myself crumpled on the
footpath, I looked on with horror as
a 4WD sped up the hill towards my
bike that was forlornly abandoned on
the road.
My knight in automobile armour
stopped, blocking the road to protect
my two-wheeled treasure.
This is where I love Warrandyte.
For even if I don’t know someone, I
know someone else who does.
My bike was safely delivered back to
my house, without me having to state
who I was or where I lived.
With this disaster averted, it was time
to assess my current predicament.
A quick call to my riding partnerin-crime who was waiting for me, not
200m away, around the corner out of
sight on the bridge.
The call everyone loves, “Hey, I’ve
had a bit of accident” was conducted.
The right assessment of, “We should
call an ambulance”, was dismissed.
Followed by the incorrect decision
that my long-suffering partner would
much prefer to be woken up with a
phone call informing him his wife had

hurt herself... again.
I mean really, could you imagine
t h e Wa r ra n d y t e B u s i n e s s a n d
Community Facebook page kicking
off if an ambulance had the audacity
to temporarily block Research Road
during school drop off time.
The bridge would’ve clogged
up, the roundabout would be at a
standstill and people would’ve been
complaining.
“Why do people have to have
accidents during peak hour? Honestly!”
Like a homing pigeon, my car auto
piloted itself to the Austin Emergency
Department.
A full body scan revealed enough
injuries that I wasn’t going riding or be
doing much else for a while.
What I didn’t need a scan to know
was that I had left behind enough skin
on Research Road, Buffalo Bill could’ve
made a skin suit.
T h e Wa r ra n d y t e G ra p e v i n e
flourished so quickly, viticulturalists
from all over the Yarra Valley flocked
here to see if they could replicate the
phenomena.
The efficiency of the Warrandyte
Whispers may have outweighed the
accuracy though.
I can cheerfully report, although I
possibly smelt like it, I’m not dead.
Unless I missed that memo as well.
Fear not dear loyal reader.
In the words of Mr Mister, those
pastel power suited, big mullet haired
crooners, I’ll take these broken wings
and learn to fly again.

Doggie skool: The origin of the dingo?

Drawing by Olga Wahnich

By ZEUS
CANINE CORRESPONDANT
HAVING DONE pretty well at doggie
skool, I decided on further tertiary
education.
Yearning to discover the origin of
the dingo, my human enrolled us in
the Manningham University of the
Third Age (U3A) at the Pines Shopping
Centre.
Our teacher is the ever-interesting
Doctor Jim Poulter who teaches us all
about local Indigenous history and
culture.

We just sit in a circle — he does his
teaching by telling great stories.
We don’t even have to fetch
anything!
Sometimes, he just takes us on walks
in the bush or along the river.
I sit close to his feet so I can better
sense the “feeling” of his story.
He tells wonderous yarns of animals
and humans living together in the
bush and along the creeks and rivers.
These stories evoke an idyllic sense
of all creatures sharing both land and
resources harmoniously.
Living on a farm in outback New
South Wales as a pup, I had heard
stories of the dingo mob and thought
I even saw one once.
I needed to quench this thirst for
knowledge.
Jim was telling one of his yarns
about pictures of boomerangs in
the Egyptian pyramids and that they
simply told the story of where they
had come from — and not that the
Egyptians had used them!
My ears pricked up.
Jim went on to explain that the
Phoenicians, who lived around
Lebanon, were great sailors.
By 1500BC, they had established
a global maritime trade empire
including around the Southern

Americas and even Australasia.
When the female ruler of Egypt,
Pharaoh Hatshepsut, wanted more
antiseptics like myrrh for embalming
mummies, she asked the Phoenicians.
“No problem”, came the reply.
“Just head east to Sri-Lanka, then
southeast past Java and end up at
‘Big Java’.
“You’ll find plenty there”.
Myrrh was a type of eucalyptus
and in “Big Java” (Australia), the
Phoenicians knew you can find all
the eucalyptus you could ever need.
At about this time, a revolution
in spear technology took place in
Australia.
Doctor Jim explained: a bi-facial
(double edge bladed) spear was
adopted throughout Australia in a
very short time, to replace the single
pointed spear.
This bi-facial spear technology was
exactly what was being used in Egypt
at the time.
By now I was enthralled and was
soon to have my thirst for knowledge
quenched.
Doctor Jim further explained: the
Phoenicians had one great problem,
on long ocean voyages they always
ran out of fresh red meat.
Modern DNA testing reveals that the

dingo is descended from the Indian
plains wolf.
It is easily domesticated and readily
ate fish.
When you ran out of meat, you
simply slaughtered a wolf.
Radio-carbon dating has revealed that
the dingo was introduced into Australia
about 3,500 years ago (1500 BC)!

It seems that a simple trade had
occurred, the Phoenicians sought
eucalyptus from Aboriginal people in
exchange for some Egyptian spears
and some dogs.
I’m looking forward to my next
lesson on how Aboriginal people
invented a bush refrigerator to store
fresh meat for up to a year!
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What the early explorers saw
Birrarung stories
By JIM POULTER
ALL AUSTRALIANS now know that our
continent was not Terra Nullius, but we
are still influenced by the assumptions
embedded in our written history.
Early explorers frequently marvelled
at the ordered beauty of the landscape,
but assumed it was a pristine, natural
environment.
For instance, in 1642 Abel Tasman
described the vista of Tasmania’s
southeast coast as:
“...pretty generally covered with trees
standing so far apart that they allow
a passage everywhere...unhindered
by dense shrubbery or underwood.”
These observations were later echoed
by James Cook in April 1770 who
noted:
“The woods are free from under wood
of any kind and the trees are at such
a distance from one another that the
whole country ...might be cultivated
without being obliged to cut down a
single tree.”
When the First Fleet finally arrived
in 1788, Captain Watkin Tench noted:
“...the face of the country is such as
to promote success whenever it shall
be cultivated, the trees being at a
considerable distance from each
other and the intermediate space
filled, not with underwood, but a
thick rich grass growing in the utmost
luxuriancy.”
Many other settlers and explorers
similarly commented that:
“In parts it resembles the park of
a county seat in England, the trees
standing in picturesque groups to
ornament the landscape.”

When the Tasmanian colony was
established in 1803, settlers moving
into the hinterland often emerging
from forest areas into lightly treed
pastures of great beauty.
They gave these places names like
“Eden”, “Paradise”, and “Promised
Land”, presuming it was a pristine
environment put there by God.
Similarly, when John Batman first
arrived in Port Phillip in May, 1835, he
incredulously noted:
“...as rich land as I ever saw with
scarce a tree upon it, the grass above
our ankles...
Most of the high hills were covered
with grass to the summit, and not
a tree...
The whole appeared like land laid out
in farms for some hundred years back,
and every tree transplanted.
I was never so astonished in my life”.
This absence of undergrowth is not
what we see today.
With colonisation, regular firing of
the environment by Aboriginal people
was prevented.
Forest areas and dense undergrowth
therefore inexorably grew back to
provide fuel for our regular, devastating
bushfires.
But notice how there is a pattern in
the observations of grassy hilltops,
picturesque copses, and open,
sparsely-treed areas?
We have been so indoctrinated with
the idea of Terra Nullius that these
words usually go straight through to
the keeper.
However, Aboriginal oral history
can often help provide a deeper
understanding.
For instance, the grassy hilltops
were explained to me by the iconic
Gunditjmara Elder Banjo Clarke some
40 years ago.
He said that these hilltops were grass

Photos courtesy Australian Defence Force

seed or grain farms that were routinely
cleared of trees, then contour ploughed
or ringed with stone terraces.
This meant that the rain did not
readily run off, thereby helping the
grain grasses to grow and self-sow.
Kangaroos and emus would not go
up to the hilltops because there was
no shade or protection there.
Grain was harvested from the hilltop
farm and stored in kangaroo skin bags
for later use.
Explorers like Charles Sturt, for
instance, found storage wells and
hollow trees holding bags that totalled
literally tons of seed.
At times of large inter-clan gatherings,
the grain seeds were ground into flour
to make damper.
The more thickly wooded areas,
noted by Tasman, Cook, Batman and
others, varied in size from a hundred
metres to a couple of kilometres, and

were always surrounded by a curtilage
of open ground.
As possums do not like crossing open
ground, these copses were, in reality,
possum farms.
The more open areas where the trees
were a regular 25–50 metres apart were
kangaroo and emu farms, with the
trees at a strategic stalking distance
for hunters.
But, there were more than just
possum farms and kangaroo farms.
Like on the hilltops, flatter areas
would be cleared of all trees to form
grain farms and myrnong farms (native
yam).
Grasses preferred by kangaroos
would then be encouraged adjacent to
the grain farms, so as to form grazing
borders to the kangaroos.
Gullies and creek valleys were
also subject to annual firing so as to
promote the growth of myrnong.

As your Federal Member, I am here to:
Assist with accessing Federal
Government services
Attend your local community event
Arrange congratulatory messages
Please contact my office if I can be of assistance.

KEVIN ANDREWS MP
FEDERAL MEMBER FOR MENZIES

1st Floor, 651-653 Doncaster Road, Doncaster VIC 3108
kevin.andrews.mp@aph.gov.au

kevinandrews.com.au

03 9848 9900
KevinAndrewsMP

Authorised by Kevin Andrews MP, Liberal Party of Australia, 1st Floor, 651-653 Doncaster Rd, Doncaster VIC 3108.

Each spring these myrnong farms
would be a blaze of yellow with the
flowering of the yam daisy.
Cultivation and har vesting
techniques employed by the women
ensured constant regeneration and
proliferation of the yams in designated
areas.
To ensure that creeks did not run dry
during the summer, dams and chains
of ponds were created.
When required, yabbies, fish and
mussels were carried in coolamons to
stock the ponds.
These protected breeding grounds
then became a series of yabbie and
mussel farms up the creek valley, and
were often flanked by myrnong farms.
In reality, Australia was a series of
“farms without fences” and Aboriginal
people “permaculture farmers” rather
than “hunter-gatherers”.
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Why do smart people make dumb decisions?
wellness
By MAREE ZIMNY
WE WOULD think that anyone with
a high level of intelligence would run
through all the scenarios and then
make the best choice, right?
Indeed, they often do, but something
may have happened to them where
making the right decision becomes
complex, and they cannot choose
the correct response at that moment,
which is annoying for them and the
people wanting an answer.
You can probably recall a scenario
where you asked someone a simple
question: do you want a cup of tea or
coffee? or what do you want for dinner?
or can you do this small extra project/
task that must be completed within a
tight deadline?
This added pressure to make another
decision or do one more thing can
cause a person to get into the flight,
fight or freeze, get angry, storm out,
cry, walk away, quit or some other
irrational response.
They have no capacity left even for
simple things at that moment.
Think of how many decisions you or
they make in a day.
The bigger decisions may be more
obvious, but do not overlook all the
small ones.
On reflection, we may discover the
person was in a state of overwhelm,
fear, stress, or anxiety; therefore, they
did not have access to the complete
resources in their mind to choose
wisely.
When people are in these states,
the mind can experience confusion,
a foggy brain, numbness, cannot
interpret a simple question, and
cannot think rationally or clearly.
They feel pressured as someone
needs their attention and response

now, which is next to impossible for
them to do easily.
Living or working in a constantly
stressful environment
Henry J Kahn, MD says it is easy to
forget that stress is one of your body’s
warning signals that tell you something
is out of whack.
“If you ignore those signals, especially
your emotions, you could become
so accustomed to the stimulation of
stress, ongoing tension and strain
that stress can start to seem normal.
When many people in a particular
environment are stressed, they can
create a climate that makes it more
difficult for anyone to see his or her
own stress clearly.
When you have a whole culture
pushing high performance, sometimes
people don’t want to admit it or
address it.”
Mr Kahn notes some coping skills
people use to help the mind and body
cope with stressful events., which
may not be beneficial in the long term
such as: holding their breath; take
substances such as caffeine, alcohol,
tobacco; misusing medications; eating
the wrong foods; or going extra hard at
the gym or playing sport.
“These substances and actions may
become a part of your everyday life
even when not stressed because we are
also creatures of habit or addiction,”
he says.
Physiological stress responses
We can experience a physiological
stress response by a perceived or
actual threat to our safety or wellbeing.
We literally cannot think about
anything except get to a safe place;
our mind responds to the actual or
perceived fear.
If a snake is in your backyard and
you, your children, or pets are near it,
and you have a fear of snakes, you may

go into flight or fight or freeze response
— an actual fear.
If you are at work and hate it there,
have an enormous workload, dislike
your boss, and they are ringing you,
and you haven’t completed the job due
to a ridiculous workload or timeline,
you may go into a perceived threat for
the security of your job.
Chemical responses in the body
Often, we can manage short-term
stress, and some people thrive in
a stressful environment; however,
prolonged exposures can perpetuate
cortisol dysfunction, inflammation
and pain.
The body triggers the sympathetic
nervous system and produces a
chemical response to cope with the
situation and releases cortisol to
prepare for survival mode and have
the safest and fastest possible outcome
for you.
Cortisol is an anti-inflammatory and
helps to trigger glucose reserves for
energy and modulate inflammation.
It can stay in our body for up to 12
hours, just from one significant event.
Multiple events throughout the day
will keep topping up the cortisol —so
when will your body recover?
Discover resilience skills to
improve well-being
Breathing Techniques: Breathe in a
way that triggers your parasympathetic
nervous system to release all the good
happy hormones to balance the body.
• Slow, deep breathes into the heart
or chest area
• Diaphragmatic breathing
techniques
Discover some great breathing
technique by Heart Math Institute,
Wim Hof, Patrick McKeown and James
Nester.
Meditation: A variety of methods
takes us into a state of mediation, such
as gardening, swimming, yoga, Thai

chi, sitting still, knitting, breathe work,
reading a book et cetera
Self-Talk: Learn to be kind to yourself.
Often people will beat themselves up
for not having answers, think they are
worthless and so forth.
Stretch and Exercise: Remember
to include the physical body to help
with the flow of blood and energy in
the body.
Coherence vs Relaxation
When you are relaxed, you do not
necessarily want to run a 100m sprint
or have a tennis game with a strong
competitor; however, being in a
coherent state, it’s more of an active,
calm state and perfect for a run or

sports game, work environment and
making smart, effective decisions.
If you find yourself not coping as well
as you once did, you can download a
free ebook, 12 HeartMath® Tools for
Reducing Stress and Staying Balanced
www.heartmath.org/resources/
downloads/12-heartmath-tools
Maree Zimny is a qualified
Clinical Hypnotherapist, NLP and
HeartMath®
Certified Trainer and Quantum
Frequency Coach.
Specialist in Anxiety, Stress and
Communications
0403 325 858
www.facebook.com/
thereliefcliniconline

ANZAC DAY 2021
Local Services
Community Bank
Warrandyte

Your town.
Your bank.
Everything you need
We deliver the products and technology you’d expect
from a big bank, plus the personal service you wouldn’t.
As one of Australia’s biggest banks, our heartland remains
ﬁrmly local. As does our focus on you and the quality
banking products you need.
Feel good about who you bank with. Try Bendigo.
Find out more. Call 9844 2233 or search Bendigo Bank
Warrandyte.

Bendigo and Adelaide Bank Limited ABN 11 068 049 178, AFSL/Australian Credit Licence 237879 A1455027
OUT_1947475, 26/03/2021

WARRANDYTE RSL
10:30am March
11am Service at RSL

DONCASTER RSL
5:45am Dawn Service

Lest We Forget
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Tax implications of investing in shares — Part C
finance
By BRIAN SPURRELL
THIS THIRD instalment explains the
impact of capital gains tax on the sale
of shares by investors that are not
categorised as share traders.
I f y o u a re a s h a re t r a d e r o r
contemplating starting up a share
trading business, please read Part B
of the series published in the March
edition.
Record keeping
Because investors may hold shares
for many years, it is essential that
records are filed away and retained for
five years after the year shares are sold.
This is an ATO requirement.
The records required in order to
calculate the capital gain or loss on
sale include the following:
• Buy and sell Confirmation
Contract Notes for on market
transactions.
• Dividend Statements for dividends
that have been reinvested under
a Dividend Reinvestment Plan
(DRP).
• Share Purchase Plan, Share Rights
and Share Options documents
relating to shares issued by
the company directly to the
shareholder.
• Documents relating to
restructuring such as mergers,
spin-outs, share splits, share
consolidations et cetera.
Calculating capital gains/losses
The capital gain/loss is the difference
between the amount received from
the sale of the shares after deducting
brokerage, and GST on the brokerage
and the cost incurred in acquiring
the shares after adding brokerage
and GST.
When shares are sold that have been

acquired under a DRP, the relevant
dividend statements will show the
number of shares issued, the price
per share and total value which
may or may not differ slightly to the
total amount of the dividend due to
rounding up or down.
Determining the capital gain/loss
on sale of rights and options, or
the impact of restructuring events
on share cost bases is much more
complex and you may need to contact
your accountant or financial adviser
before deciding to buy or sell these
securities.
Below are some strategies for
minimising the impact of capital
gains tax.
Holding period
Aim to hold your shares for at least
12 months to take advantage of the 50
per cent discount on the capital gain
thereby halving the tax on the gain,
unless of course the outlook for the
stock is negative.
Realise capital losses before
triggering capital gains
Capital losses are firstly offset
against capital gains before applying

the 50 per cent discount to gains on
shares you have held for more than
12 months.
Make concessional super
contributions
Personal concessional (deductible)
super contributions can be used to
offset the tax impact of net capital
gains.
It is important to ensure you do not
exceed the concessional contributions
cap of $25,000 for 2021 unless you
draw on the catch-up concessional
shortfalls from the 2019 and 2020
tax years.
Please note the 9.5 per cent employer
super guarantee contributions (SGC)
are included in the concessional
contributions $25,000 cap.
Income splitting with lower
income family members
If your taxable income in future years
beyond 2021 is likely to be in excess of
$45,000 where the marginal tax rate of
34.5 per cent kicks in, or higher rates of
39 per cent above $120,000, or 47 per
cent above $180,000 inclusive of the
2 per cent Medicare levy, you should
give thought to future share purchases
being made either in joint names or
solely in the names of family members
in a lower tax bracket.
If you have shares that are currently
showing a loss, but you wish to
retain, you could realise a loss by
transferring the loss-making shares to
your spouse/partner or child over 18
years of age on a lower taxable income
at market value.
The capital loss you make can be
offset against capital gains in the year
of the transfer or carried forward to
offset against future capital gains.
Income splitting through a family
trust
Another income splitting strategy is
to establish a discretionary family trust
if you intend to invest a significant

amount of funds ($100,000 plus) into
shares and/or other taxable income
generating investments.
This strategy is frequently employed
by families w ith lower income
earning spouses and children and
grandchildren over 18 years who are
dependent upon family financial
support.
Both dividend income including
franking credits and capital gains
can be distributed to beneficiaries on
lower income levels where it is taxed
at their lower rates of 21 per cent up to
$45,000 or at a nil rate if below the tax
threshold of approximately $22,000
taking into account low-income tax
rebates.
Beneficiaries do have an entitlement
to the income distributed to them, so
it is a good idea to appropriate their
distributions to paying their education
expenses, motor vehicle, holidays and
“board and keep” expenses et cetera.
Investing through a Self-Managed
Super Fund (SMSF)
This strate g y should only b e
entertained if you have the knowledge
and experience to manage the
investments in the fund and to carry
out the important duties of a trustee.
Furthermore, it is generally advised
that you should have a minimum
of $300,000 to invest in the fund to
justify the set-up and ongoing costs of
operating the SMSF.

The tax advantages whilst in
accumulation mode are that net
earnings on the funds invested are
taxed at 15 per cent and discounted
capital gains at 10 per cent.
When the fund is rolled over into
pension mode earnings on the funds
invested and the pensions drawn down
from the fund are both tax free.
The disadvantage is that you cannot
access the funds until you meet the
conditions of release, so this strategy is
better suited to long term investors and
those who have paid off the mortgage
on their primary residence.
If you are considering investing
through the above two structures you
must seek advice from your accountant
and financial adviser.
The content of this article is not
intended to be used as professional
advice and should not be used as
such.
Some aspects of this topic can be
quite complex, so if you are a share
investor or contemplating investing
in shares you should consult a
registered tax agent, a financial
advisor or your broker.
Brian Spurrell FCPA CTA
Director, Personalised Taxation &
Accounting Services Pty Ltd.
0412 011 946
Email bspurrell@ptasaccountants.
com.au,
Web www.ptasaccountants.com.au
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Anzac response to a boxing day tragedy: Part 2
DON HUGHES is a builder and
military engineer from Warrandyte.
In 2004/5, Don and fellow Standby
Army Reserve officer Rob Patterson
OAM, deployed to Sumatra as part
of the Tasmanian Environmental
Services team, to assist with the
international response to the Boxing
Day Tsunami.
Both of ficers have extensive
experience in humanitarian assistance
projects around the world.
Don, with Rob’s assistance, has
written an account of their experiences
as part of the Boxing Day Tsunami
response.
This article continues on from Part 1
published in March 2021, Warrandyte
Diary, Page 25.
Medical Support (ANZAC Angels)
Daunting work still lay ahead.
As well as restoring basic
infrastructure (water, sanitation,
power and removing debris etc)
natural disasters are ultimately about
caring for people.
The medical team was made up of
154 personnel (Regular and Reserve)
from the 1st Health Support Battalion
who were joined by a contingent of
additional specialist doctors and
nurses drawn from around Australia
and sailed on HMAS Kanimbla.
They were a critical resource in this
terrifying humanitarian disaster.
From the onset, the medical
contingent included a team from the
New Zealand Defence Force.
Ultimately, the aptly named ANZAC
Hospital was established, working
alongside other international medical
staff to provide for immediate
emergencies and care.
Tetanus and aspiration pneumonia
were the maladies most commonly
treated and were made particularly
difficult to treat due to inhaled
pollutants from the floodwaters.
The delivery of babies continued at
the normal rate.
D e s p i t e e x t e n s i v e p re v i o u s
humanitarian medical aid
experience, for the commanding
officer of the hospital, Lieutenant
Colonel Georgeina Whelan (later
Brigadier Whelan AM, CSC and
bar and Commissioner of the ACT
Emergency Services Agency), it was
a life changing event.
Soon after arriving in Aceh, she
discovered that the local doctor
she had been working with for the
previous week had lost his entire
immediate family in the tsunami.
“He still felt that his role was to
try and salvage what was left of the

hospital and continue treating the
70-odd thousand of the 300,000
that weren’t killed…You catch your
breath and you start realising it’s not
all about you.”
The coastline too, away from the
international focus of destruction in
Banda Aceh, had been decimated for
hundreds of kilometres.
Working alongside AUSAID and
OXFAM (UK,) as a contractor for
Tasmanian Environmental Solutions
restoring sanitation, our small team
had enough systems supplied by
the Tasmanian Government, to
eventually serve 29,000 internally
displaced persons.
The Fishing Village & The
Miraculous Elephants
The team leader, Rob Patterson,
provides a vivid account:
“The initial focus for the Tasmanian
team was on providing basic
sanitation facilities in a village some
80 kilometres from Banda Aceh.
A traditional fishing village, the
fishermen were all at sea when the
tsunami struck.
They all survived as they were well
out to sea, away from the Tsunami.
The Tsunami struck the village on a
Sunday morning.
The women and children were
mostly on the beach.
15 minutes before the Tsunami
struck the sea waters suddenly
receded.
Fish were stranded and trapped in
rock pools and shallows.
This encouraged the villagers to rush
into the pools to gather the fish.
The village owned six elephants that
provided work as required.
When the waters receded, these
elephants had a sixth sense of the
impending danger.
The elephants broke their chains and
headed for higher ground.
Miraculously, on their way to higher
ground two of the elephants seized
a child each to take them to safety.
The children’s screams however,
alerted their mothers who thought
the elephants had gone mad.
Sixteen women and children chased
the elephants onto higher ground
before the 10 metre Tsunami struck
the shore.
Sadly, the village population after
the Tsunami was the 700 fishermen
who had been at sea, and only the
16 women and children saved by
the elephants.
The rest had perished!”
(Patterson p.1)

Sanitation is Critical: you need
more than a hole in the ground!
With the village decimated and
traumatised, International aid
agencies had erected temporary
tented accommodation and basic
(long-drop) pit toilet facilities.
These measures were rapidly
needing an upgrade.
Part of the solution required to
prevent fly-borne disease from
long drop toilets, was to install a
lightweight, easily constructed,
septic-tank based system designed
years earlier by Rob Patterson, a
Tasmanian Environmental Health
officer.
Utilising sewerage grade liners and
basic plumbing fittings it replicated
the function of a standard Australian
septic tank based on the age old
anerobic process.
An Australian standard ground
absorption trench completed the
treatment.
This simply installed Field Septic
Tank system broke down the effluent
safely and therefore protected the
village from further disease.
Instinctively, the people of the
village could see the benefit and set
about installing their new sanitation
facilities.
Young Indonesian civil engineering
students helped supervise following
the age-old humanitarian assistance
adage: do not just give a person a fish
— teach them how to fish!
It became a restorative exercise in
rebuilding a community.
Good Neighbours
Despite the influx of modern
western technology to assist in the
disaster, age old methods involving
humans (a Digger on the end
of a shovel or a Nurse providing
loving care), or animals (elephants
providing great lifting capacity in the
most awkward of places) remind us
of the critical emotional element of
such a disaster.
To c o m e t o t h e a i d o f o u r
neighbours in a time of need, has a
powerful healing quality, and is never
forgotten.
After the initial flurry of disaster
response comes the long road of the
recovery process.
As witnessed in our own disasters
at home, this can take years, or even
decades.
The Aftermath — ANZAC Spirit
Lives On
Shocking the Australian people on
2nd April 2005, a Royal Australian
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Lieutenant Colonel Georgeina Whelan, ANZAC Field Hospital 2005
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Troops in support of HMAS Kanimbla in Aceh 2005

Navy Sea King helicopter “Shark
02” crashed on the island of Nias
resulting in the tragic loss of nine
Australian Defence Force personnel.
Providing humanitarian assistance
as a result of subsequent earthquakes,
this was a tragic reminder of the
danger of these types of missions.
Lieutenant Fenn Kemp, a Naval
Reservist on board HMAS Kanimbla
(and later the Director of Naval
Information), would write:
“Only two survived the crash of
Shark 02.
HMAS Kanimbla’s crew grieved for
the nine lost friends but finished the
job they had come to do.
Operation Sumatra Assist saw
countless people do remarkable
things.
For the people of Sumatra this was
a time of unparalleled suffering
— over 1000 ADF personnel made
that suffering a little easier to bear.”
(Louys p.11)
With Tentara Nasional Indonesia
(TNI) soldiers alongside Australian
service personnel, a full military

ceremonial service honoured the
lives lost.
It was a solemn moment of solidarity
between nations before the nine
Humanitarian Warriors began their
final journey home.
All nine were awarded the
Indonesian Medal of Valour and
the Humanitarian Overseas Service
Medal.
As Australia and indeed the world,
grapples with the ongoing effects of
tragedy and disaster, the timeless
synergy of the power of the human
spirit should never be forgotten.
The ANZAC spirit lives on.
Lest We Forget
This article could not have been
written without the assistance of the
following publications:
Warrior Brothers by Keith Fennell,
ACEH: Australian Defence Force’s
Tsunami Relief Mission by Lous
Guillaume, ADF CIMIC Tactical
Operators Course, HADR Response,
Banda Aceh by Marjor David Moon,
Recollections of Aceh by Robert
Patterson, and Highlands to Deserts
by Michael Tyquin.

Supporting our young and not-so-young
Military Veterans and Families
By ADAM “BUZZ” LAWSON
TO US “CIVVIES”, the word veteran
usually conjures up images of old
men in walking frames, shuffling
along Yarra Street, past the Grand on
Anzac Day.
However, recent media coverage of
the debate on whether to establish a
Royal Commission into veteran suicide
rates has raised awareness of the huge
number of “contemporary veterans”
who live among us.
The accepted definition of the term
“contemporary veteran” is any person
who has served one day in uniform
post 1990.
No longer is it only those who have
seen active duty, if you were in the
Australian Defence Forces and put on
a uniform for more than a day you are
a veteran.
Shockingly — contemporary veterans
attempt self-harm and suicide at twice
the rate of their “civvy” friends.
Research and academia have many
theories about why that is and what
can be done about it.
That is where the Returned and
Services League (RSL) and the many
other ex-service organisations (ESO)

come into play in Australia.
Whilst the RSL is the largest,
oldest and most well-known ESO,
the thousands of other ESO’s have
various aims related to advocacy on
veteran issues, financial assistance,
the provision of training, employment,
clinical services, health activities,
connection, or peer support to
veterans and their families.
All of the veteran support charities
have different models of governance
and service delivery, and only a few
are based in research or evidence in
supporting veteran wellbeing, most are
based on anecdotal evidence and the
experience of the well-meaning group
who establish the charity.
The effect of this myriad of charities is
to make it very confusing for veterans
to know who will support them,
and how to get support from those
organisations that can actually help.
The other major issue is that the ESO
sector faces, is the danger of mimicking
the Department of Veteran Affairs
(DVA) system or specific services —
DVA is the government agency set out
to help veterans throughout their life
journey, predominantly with clinical
services.

In the lead-up to Anzac Day 2021,
the Diary is excited to highlight
the model of support that is more
veteran and family focussed, which
has been developed by RSL Victoria
in collaboration with the other major
ESO’s within Victoria.
RSL Victoria’s aim has been to
develop a system that increased
the ability of all veterans (and their
families) to reach the ESO that can best
help with their needs, whilst increasing
collaboration between veteranfocussed organisations, DVA, Open
Arms (Federal Government funded
mental health support organisation)
and the Victorian State Government.
In the past decade, a number
of important reports have been
c o m m i ss i o n e d , w h i c h p rov i d e
information about veterans and their
wellbeing, including the Transition
and Wellbeing Research Program and
the Transition Taskforce Report.
These reports developed a model of
wellbeing for veterans, and this model
was used as the basis for a more holistic
service that sees veterans’ needs under
eight areas: housing, employment,
education, finance, health, social
support, safety, and respect.

RSL Victoria has used these domains
to define its future strategy — The
Resilient Veteran and Family Strategy.
Flowing from RSL Victoria’s Resilient
Veteran Strategy, Veteran Central (1300
MILVET) was born, it is an initiative of
RSL Victoria which connects veterans
to any ESO they need.
During 2020, it has operated as a
telephone service with dedicated staff
during business hours.
This month, it will open its doors
inside the new Melbourne Veteran and
Families Wellbeing Centre – the Vivian
Bullwinkel Centre at 293 Swanston
Street, Melbourne in the CBD.
“Viv’s Place” will continue to provide
online and telephone support, as well
as in person appointments and a dropin facility for any veterans or family
members, as well as a community
space and meeting rooms.
The building now houses staff from
RSL Victoria, Melbourne Legacy,
SoldierOn, and has facilities for veteran
peers from a range of organisations.
Intake at Veteran Central recognises
the cross-over of veteran wellbeing
needs — that is, a veteran commonly
has needs in multiple areas that impact
on each other.

Therefore, RSL Victoria’s new
approach pays attention to the entire
eight wellbeing areas and works with
the veteran and other organisations to
develop a plan for all areas.
Warm referral to other agencies (inperson introductions), collaboration
on self-management, connection to
local peers, and help navigating public
support systems, are possible.
It also links veterans and their
families to a number of new RSL
Victoria initiatives including the
RSL Employment Program, Work &
Development Permit scheme (allows
non-financial ways to deal with
Government fines), Housing Program
and RSL Active and Connections
programs.
If you are a veteran, young or old,
a direct partner or dependant of a
veteran and you think you might
need some help, or you just had a
question you needed answering about
a veteran issue, call RSL Victoria on
1300 MILVET (1300 645 838).
And remember — that 21-year-old
person standing next to you might
be a veteran who has seen active
service, they deserve our respect and
assistance this Anzac Day.
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Coronavirus: A year in pictures
By SANDI MILLER
THE MARCH 2020 edition of Warrandyte
Diary looked hopefully at a world which
never was.
We ha d a n o i nte d our Festi va l
Monarchs, Valerie Polley and Tom
Bone in preparation for the event of the
year, we were also eagerly anticipating
the opening night of Calendar Girls at
the Mechanic’s Hall, the Grand Read
at the pub, Fire Ball at Bramleigh, and
were getting set for the Cricket finals,
and the opening of the Footy season,
not to mention, markets, holidays, and
gosh, just going to work in an office or
school in a classroom.
Then, suddenly, none of that came
to pass.
Instead, we had a year of jigsaw
puzzles, masks, home-offices, and
lonely walks along the river.
We learned a new vocabulary: Zoom,
r-number, social distancing, anosmia,
contract tracing, self-isolation, QR Code,
covidiot, sneeze-screen, Blursday, and
herd immunity.
But, above all, we continued to have

the one thing that keeps us strong.
Community.
We all took to our driveways at dawn
last April 25 to commemorate our
Anzacs, we watched the Teskeys on
YouTube and the Warrandyte Theatre
Company on Zoom, we supported our
local businesses through the lockdown,
buying takeaway and ordering online,
and we all masked-up when we went
to the IGA.
The Diary has been there with you,
as we locked the Yarra Street office and
produced the paper from the kitchen
table.
With the vaccine rollout gearing up, we
can again look forward with optimism
to a life filled with festivals, markets,
concerts, weddings, and gala balls.
But as we do, we should remember, if
not with fondness, then with wonder, of
our endurance and our resolve to keep
our loved ones safe.
Well done Warrandyte.
Here is a selection of memories from
a year like no other.

Phot

tos by Warrandyte
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what’s happening
Event: Open Mic Night
Where: Warrandyte RSL
113 Brackenbury Street, Warrandyte
When: Thursday April 8, 6:30pm
Info:
Open mic gives everyone a chance to get on stage in a
supportive environment. Every second Thursday of the month.
Event: Aspiring Engineering
Young Engineering Holiday Workshop
15 –18 years
Where: Park Orchards Community House
572 Park Road, Park Orchards
When
Tuesday, April 13, 1:30pm
Cost:
$50
Info:
weteachme.com/parkorchards
The Engineering holiday program is an opportunity for young
people to be exposed to engineering in a practical and engaging
way to foster their interest in STEM.
Event: Adulting 101 – First Aid (HLTAID003)
Where: Warrandyte Neighbourhood House,
Cnr Yarra and Webb Streets, Warrandyte
When: Wednesday April 14, 10am – 1:30pm
Cost:
$75 (subsidised place)
Info:
warrandyteneighbourhoodhouse.org.au/book-online
Get the qualification employers are looking for and the skills to
respond in an emergency. Places strictly limited, so book early.
For 15 – 25-year-olds only.
Event: Bushfire Music Fundraiser
Where: Grand Hotel Warrandyte, Yarra Street, Warrandyte
When: Wednesday April 14, 6pm
Cost:
$15 plus booking fee
Info:
eventbrite.com.au
Join upcoming musicians to raise money for the people and
animals affected by the Gippsland Fires. Postponed from last year.
Event: Sketchbook Journaling for Teens
Where: Park Orchards Community House
572 Park Road, Park Orchards
When
Thursday, April 15, 1pm
Cost:
$38
Info:
weteachme.com/parkorchards
In these fun classes you will develop your drawing skills and learn the
relaxing and mindful practice of sketchbook journaling through art.
Suitable for ages 12 – 18.
Event: Ross Garnaut
Where: Edendale Community Farm, Gastons Lane, Eltham
When: Sunday, 18 April, 2:30pm–4:30pm.
Cost:
$45, which includes a copy of the book
or a $30 Eltham Bookshop voucher
Info: Author Ross Garnaut discusses Climate Change and his
new book Reset: Restoring Australia after the Pandemic Recession.
Event: Secrets to Decoding Cryptic Crosswords
Where: Pines Learning
530 Blackburn Road, Doncaster East
When
Tuesday April 20, 9am–10:15am, 1 Week
Cost:
Intro week free
When: Starts Tuesday April 27, 9am–10:15am, 8 Weeks
Cost:
$120 Full, $108 Concessions
Info:
pineslearning.com.au
Cryptic crosswords make perfect sense, once you know the
secrets to decoding them.

Event: Doncaster View Club Meeting
Where: Manningham Club, 1 Thompsons Road, Bulleen
When: Tuesday, April 20, 11am
Info:
We warmly welcome ladies to join this friendly group
who support The Smith Family in providing education for
disadvantaged Australian Children.
Contact Shirley: 9879 2380 for more details.
Event: Belly Dance for fun with Pamela
Where: South Warrandyte Hall,
Hall Road, South Warrandyte
When
10 weeks from Tuesday, April 20, 7pm
Cost:
$150/term
Info:
weteachme.com/parkorchards
Join Pamela, in her belly dance “Wiggle and Giggle” class. This is
a low impact class, suitable for all ages and perfect for beginners!
Event: Tool Time for Men — Whittling and Carving
Where: Warrandyte Neighbourhood House,
Cnr Yarra and Webb Streets, Warrandyte
When: Starts Thursday April 22, 1–3pm, 10 wks
Cost:
$50
Info:
warrandyteneighbourhoodhouse.org.au/book-online
Launch of our new community group, Tool Time for Men. Join
Doug Ogden in this intro course. All experience levels welcome.
Social relaxed atmostphere. Some materials required.
Event: Dressmaking
Where: Warrandyte Neighbourhood House,
Cnr Yarra and Webb Streets, Warrandyte
When: Starts Thursday April 22, 6:30–8:30pm, 10 Weeks
Cost:
EB $ 225; Full $245
When: Starts Friday April 23, 12–2:30pm, 10 Weeks
(note: 2.5hr class)
Cost:
EB $ 280; Full $305
Info: www.warrandyteneighbourhoodhouse.org.au/book-online
Make garments that suit you, fit you and that you will be proud
to wear.
Event: Achieve Calm in your Life
Where: Pines Learning
520 Blackburn Rd, Doncaster East
When: Thursday April 22, 11:45am–12:30pm, 1 Week
Cost:
Intro week free
When: Starts Friday April 29, 11:45am–12:30pm, 9 weeks
Cost:
$81 Full, $74 Concessions
Info:
pineslearning.com.au
Achieve calm and equilibrium in these destabilising and
uncertain times using the proven tools of relaxation and
meditation.
Event: Children’s Drawing
Where: Warrandyte Neighbourhood House,
Cnr Yarra and Webb Streets, Warrandyte
When: Starts Monday April 26, 4–5:30pm (Grade 3–6), 7 wks
Cost:
EB $110; Full $120
When: Starts Thursday April 29, 4–5:30pm (Prep–2), 9 wks
Cost:
EB $140; Full $153
Info: warrandyteneighbourhoodhouse.org.au/book-online
Local artist and children’s book author Sarai Myerink will
guide your childs artistic development in a supportive and fun
class. Age based classes so each child can achieve their best.

Event: Adulting 101 – Money Matters Workshop
Where: Warrandyte Neighbourhood House,
Cnr Yarra and Webb Streets, Warrandyte
When: Tuesday April 27, 6–7pm
Cost:
$5
Info: www.warrandyteneighbourhoodhouse.org.au/book-online
Set yourself up for financial freedom. Covers loans and credit
cards, moving out of home, budgeting and more. This is a short
sharp session, with pizza thrown in. For 15–25-year-olds only.
Event: Nature Playgroup
Where: Warrandyte Neighbourhood House,
Cnr Yarra and Webb Streets, Warrandyte
When: Starts Wednesday April 28, 10am–12pm
Cost:
$160
Info: www.warrandyteneighbourhoodhouse.org.au/book-online
Making the most of our natural surroundings, this facilitated
playgroup will take children and their families on a weekly
adventure in nature at Pound Bend. Children must be
accompanied by an adult.
Event: Paint ‘n’ Sip Workshop
Where: Warrandyte Neighbourhood House,
Cnr Yarra and Webb Streets, Warrandyte
When: Saturday May 1, 3–6pm
Cost:
$57
Info: www.warrandyteneighbourhoodhouse.org.au/book-online
Create your own beautiful artwork, using a pre-drawn base,
guided by artist Graeme West. A fun relaxed workshop, for all
skill levels, including beginners. Give it a try, you’ll be glad you
did. BYO preferred tipple. Glassware supplied.
Event: Website for small biz
Where: Warrandyte Neighbourhood House,
Cnr Yarra and Webb Streets, Warrandyte
When: Starts Wednesday May 19
Cost:
$50 (ACFE funded place)
Info:
warrandyteneighbourhoodhouse.org.au/book-online
Create a website from start to finish in 10 days, using Wix.
Suitable for beginners. Great starting point for those wishing to
upskill, get their side hustle or small business online.

Local markets
Park Orchards
Farmers’ Market
Saturday, April 17
9am–1pm
Park Orchards Primary,
1-3 Bowmore Avenue,
Park Orchards

St Andrews
Community Market
Saturdays
9am–2pm
Kangaroo Ground St Andrews Road,
St Andrews

Warrandyte
Riverside Market
Saturday, May 1
8am–1pm
Stiggants Reserve

Eltham Farmers’ Market
and Food Swap
Sundays
9am–1pm
(food swap 9:30–10:30am)
Eltham Town Mall

New community projects at Warrandyte Neighbourhood House
Learn how to Adult, catch up with old mates, whittle away the afternoon

By EMMA EDMUNDS
WE HAVE A HOST of new community
projects and events in Term 2 for young
and old.

Committed to caring
for all family pets

call 9844 3071
91-93 Melbourne Hill Rd
clinic@warrandytevet.com.au

warrandytevet.com.au

First cab off the rank is Adulting 101.
Designed specifically for 15-to-25year-olds, this series of six workshops
aims to equip young people with
practical skills they need for success
in adult life.
It includes: First Aid, Money Matters,
Basic Car Survival, Cooking, Resume
Writing and Interview Tips and Fashion
on a Budget.
The project is supported by a
Manningham Council Grassroots
Community Grant, enabling us to offer

Carter
Art
Artistry in Iron

Functional products with
artistic qualities – hand
rails, screens, gates, house
hardware, handmade to your
design or mine

0418 357 282
NEIL CARTER

them at a subsidised rate that will not
be available again, so early registration
is recommended.
Men’s Tool Time, will be launching
in Term 2, with a whittling and carving
course.
We are busy sourcing tools for this
initiative as I write, made possible
by support from the Warrandyte
Community Bendigo Bank Branch.
The Tool Time project is a response to
feedback from men in our community
that they would like to come together

and work on hobbies in a social setting.
We hope to launch similar groups for
women later in the year.
Later in Term 2 we will be hosting
another of our increasingly popular
free community morning teas.
Open to everyone, they are a great
way to make new friends in the
community or catch up with old ones.
This will be followed by the launch
of our Library of Things, an exciting
new project for the Neighbourhood
House that will allow the community to

borrow kitchen, party and useful items
instead of buying them.
An affordable, convenient option,
that is kinder to our planet.
In addition to our community
projects, with have a Term 2 programme
packed with new courses, including
Websites for Small Business intensive,
Kokedama workshops, Abstract
Acrylics, Dressmaking and lots more.
For more information see our
website or call us on 9844 1839.
warrandyteneighbourhoodhouse.org.au
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Taking a wide angle point of view
talking images
By BILL McAULEY
IN PHOTOGRAPHY and
cinematography, wide-angle
lenses are used to capture as much
of the scene as possible.
Landscapes, cityscapes, architecture
and people shots are the main
categories for use of a wide-angle lens.
A fish-eye lens is an extreme
wide-angle lens and should be used
sparingly.
It captures even more of the scene
but should be mainly used for artistic
and creative purposes because of the
distortion it creates.
A 10-20mm wide-angle is the perfect
lens to take travelling and enables
you to take pictures of sweeping
landscapes or cityscapes.
It is also ideal for taking pictures
of large groups of people since they
allow you to stay fairly close to the
group yet still get everybody into the
shot.
The most exciting feature of a wideangle lens is that it creates a wide
depth of field.
This means that the closest and the
farthest objects in your photo will be
acceptably sharp.
Usually, your camera will only be
in focus at one point, but the wideangle lens can create sharpness from
close-up to your camera, all the way
to infinity.

The use of a wide-angle also creates
an interesting distortion effect and
helps the photographer with their
creative process.
It gives you another visual point
of view and creates diversity within
your work.
When I worked as a photojournalist,
I’d take a portrait of the subject with a
telephoto lens then switch to a wideangle and take a completely different
style of image with that lens.
This would give my editor two
different points of view and allow me
some creative freedom.
The wide-angle point of view can
help you tell a story because you can
locate your subject within a setting
and everything will be sharp from
the subjects face all the way back into
the picture.
It gives the reader an overall
snapshot of what is happening within
the area and not only highlights
the person in the story but also the
pertinent surroundings.
I strongly believe that, as artists,
photographers need to upgrade their
equipment so they can have as much
artistic freedom as possible.
We need to have the options to
express ourselves in different ways
with different lenses and most
certainly need a telephoto and wideangle lens in our camera bags.
Both lenses are a MUST if you wish
to develop your potential as a wellrounded photographer and follow
your creative instincts.

The use of a 20mm lens has made
this pic of the young ballerinas at
The Australian Ballet in focus from
the closest girl all the way back to
the painting on the wall. 20mm lens,
60th sec, F 4, 800 ISO.
The depth of field runs all the
way from the dog to the dramatic
horizon. Taken in St Kilda at sunset
with a 20mm lens, 250th sec, F 2.8.
400 ISO
A portrait of long distance swimmer
Tammy Van Weiss is completely
sharp from the subject all the way
to infinity. 20mm lens, 250th sec, F 4,
50 ISO

Open the door to a world of imagination
By SANDI MILLER
ACROSS NILLUMBIK, artists of all
disciplines worked hard during the
lockdowns, and are now looking
forward to welcoming visitors back
into their studios.
While the great news is that
Nillumbik Artists’ Open Studios will
be proceeding, this year’s format
will be a little different.
Coordinator, Annette Nobes said
normally artists’ studios would be
open on one weekend.
“But since we could not open last
November, many studios will be
open over three weekends”
The event will take place on April

24 and 25 and May 1, 2, 8 and 9,
however, to make the event COVIDsafe, not all artists will be open
every day.
Annette said the Artists Open
Studios website (see link below)
has a comprehensive list of which
studios are opening each weekend.
“This will allow our visitors to visit
the studios they want in a more
leisurely and COVID-safe manner.”
The artists are also holding a group
exhibition at Gallery 7six5 during
the lead up to the event, with artists
from the three different zones of
Nillumbik each on display for two
weeks.

Artists Ben Archer and Lisa Ferrari
run the gallery in Watsons Creek
and have opened the space to the
artists to exhibit a taster of their
works.
Zone A (Eltham, Research), has
been on display during March,
Zone B (Christmas Hills, Kangaroo
Ground, Panton Hill, St Andrews,
Bend of Islands) is currently on
display until April 9 then Zone C
(Hurstbridge, Cottles Bridge, Plenty)
will be exhibiting at the gallery until
April 18.
If you like a certain artist’s piece
featured at the gallery, you can
then visit their studio to see more

of their work.
Benny will be displaying his own
work at the Gallery during the Open
Studios weekends, where you can
not only see a whole collection of
new works by the much soughtafter abstract artist, but you can see
him at work in his studio within the
Gallery.
The Artists Open Studios website
also has a meet the artist video for
each of the studios, which gives you
some insights into the artists and
their work.
For more details, please visit www.
artistsopenstudios.com.

DIARY CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED
THE DIARY IS SEEKING DISTRIBUTION ASSISTANCE
We are looking for a driver one day per month, to collect
newspapers and take them to our distribution points
around Warrandyte and surrounds.
Own car required.
Some remuneration available to cover expenses.
Contact editor@warrandytediary.com.au

PUBLIC NOTICE
GOT SOMETHING TO TELL THE WORLD?
Diary classifieds are a great way of delivering your
message to Warrandyte and beyond.
Birth announcements, employment opportunities or a
room for rent, Diary classifieds are a cost effective way
to advertise.

??

Let us help you
see a better 2021
Opening hours: Tue, Thurs, Fri 10am–5pm, Sat 9am–1pm
Ph 9844 4422 warrandyte@eyeson.com.au
Goldfields Plaza Warrandyte
Experienced Optometrists Locally Owned and Run

SERVICES
CHAUFFURED TRANSFERS
Arrive safely in style &
comfort. Airport transfer,
parties, weddings. City &
suburb to suburb. Up to 8
passengers & luggage.
Call Clive for bookings
0412 556 801.

Is your life affected by hearing loss?
It’s time to see our caring audiologist & find out how
you can enjoy hearing your best again!

CALL 9844 5863 NOW
Award-winning Audiology Hearing Clinic

Shop 5, 90 Melbourne Hill Rd Warrandyte
www.ivoryhearing.com.au
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Artist reflects on her sanctuary in troubled times
2 0 2 0 A RT S Ma n n i n g ha m FA I R
recipient Lindy Yeates’ Sanctuary
Project is a series of four large prints of
artworks she created during Victoria’s
COVID-19 lockdowns in 2020.
Displayed across four sites in
Warrandyte, the works reproduce
detailed panoramic sketches of
landscapes in Manningham and on
Philip Island, two regions where Yeates
found ‘sanctuary’ during the periods
of lockdown.
The project invokes the historical
religious concepts of sanctuary and
pilgrimage by encouraging visitors to
journey from artwork to artwork and
find refuge or respite in their presence.
It offers a form of restorative practice
within nature, encouraging the viewer
to re-centre, re-calibrate and remember
the places and moments of sanctuary
we found during 2020-21, both from
COVID-19 and contemporary, fastpaced lives.
Lindy said the works were inspired
by her own experience of lockdown
on Phillip Island and in Manningham
Shire during the global pandemic of
2020/21.
“The large panoramic drawings and
pilgrimage walk of The Sanctuary

Project, offers a restorative practice
within nature, encouraging the
viewer to re-center, re-calibrate and
remember the places and moments of
sanctuary we found in our untethered,
COVID world; to re-call the green
spaces we found; to re-consider the
pace of our over-full lives.”
Sanctuary Project Locations
• St Stephen’s Church, 5-7 Stiggant
Street (open Tuesday to Saturday,
12.00pm to 3.00pm)
• Warrandyte River Reserve, behind
Anderson Street
• Warrandyte River Reserve, Pottery
Expo site near Webb Street
• Warrandyte Library, 168 Yarra
Street
Artist Walk and Talk
Join artist Lindy Yeates for an
enjoyable walk between the sites of
her Sanctuary Project and a discussion
about art, life, nature and the COVID-19
pandemic.
Wednesday, April 14, 2pm to 3pm
This is a free event but places are
limited, so please register online.
The Sanctuary Project is an Arts
Manningham FAIR project.

Lindy Yeates, Sanctuary series

Review: Strange Game in a Strange Land
review
By KIERAN PETRIK-BRUCE
WORDS HOLD a special power over
us.
Sometimes a few words is all it takes
to transport us to another place and
time.
Magic moments in the game of
AFL are often paired with magical
commentary, the right words at the
right time.
Footy fanatics are passionate, the
commentary of such moments elevate
them beyond the normal.
Hearing Stephen Quartermain
scream “Leo Barry you star”, Dennis
Cometti with, “he snuck up on him

like a librarian” or, Mike Williamson’s
classic call of “Jesaulenko, you beauty”.
Warrandyte poet, Damian Balassone,
gives fanatics just that in his book
Strange Game in a Strange Land,
through a collection of poems with
the elegance and precision not unlike
that of Collingwood superstar Peter
Daicos.
What I love about the book is it covers
a cross section of all eras and levels of
footy, from the country footballer of
Murray Ovens, down to Kardinia Park
and the Messiah of Geelong.
While many of these take just a
verse or two to sum up footy, one in
particular needs only two lines, The
Interceptor.
According to the poet, originally the
poem was: “16 to 20 lines, describing

the whole last passage of play… two
was all it needed.”
“McGovern soars above the pack,
and thwarts another Pies attack.”
These two lines perfectly sum up
both McGovern’s play, and that of the
2018 Grand Final.
It is this concept, using few words
to say so much, that I find incredible
about these poems.
Capturing the heart and soul of footy,
transporting you to another time or
moment in footy history, and to do
so with a few careful crafted lines is
genius.
Of course, one small poem, even
just several syllables can take multiple
revisions, re-writes, and rewording to
get the rhyme and the meter perfect.

Mr Balassone says his writing comes
from: “the odd idea.. wait[ing] for
something to pop into my head”
making sure that it is “accessible to the
reader, that they can take something
out of it.”
This makes Strange Game in a
Strange Land a book that can be read
cover to cover, or casually read, one or
two a day.
Whichever way you decide to read,
you will take something away, and
will be yourself taken away to another
time, another place as this book
elevates football moments to make
them extraordinary, a must have for
footy fans.
Available from good bookshops
through Wilkinson Press.

Melbourne...On top, on top!

Licensed Roof Plumbers
• Re-roofing & New Roofs • Gutterguard & Leaks
• Gutters & Downpipes
• Rainwater Tanks
• Skylights & Whirlybirds • Insulation

0411 267 490

selectmetalroof@optusnet.com.au
www.selectmetalroofing.com.au
A L L

W O R K

G U A R A N T E E D

#11174

Does your Roof
need Attention?

#530717

Residential roof report & quotation on:
Cement & Terracotta Tile Restorations.
High pressure cleaning Rebed & repoint
Seal & colour resurfacing

All work guaranteed - Fully insured - Pensioner/Senior discount
‘FREE
OZ VENT’
*conditions apply

9897 1688

Our promise is you will be delighted

Est’d 1982
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A return to live theatre — and Choc Tops
review
By BRIONY BOTTARELLI
LOVE LETTERS was quite a different
experience to what I was expecting.
Not a tragic love story like Romeo
and Juliet, not a sad story as in Souls
in the Night, but a story more of lasting
friendship than of lovers, although that
intimacy did occur at a later stage in
their relationship.
I viewed them as a very unlikely
couple, feeling that had they united
earlier in their lives, they may have
separated and the love letters would
never have been written.
They were perhaps destined not to
be together.
They are soul mates, and perhaps
because of the letter writing, they are
able to express themselves more openly
in the written word.
Reading directly from a script would
appear to be easier than learning lines
off by heart.
However, in order to be able to give
expression to the words, it is easy
at times to fluff a line, but the facial
expressions are what the audience
focus on in a play such as this, and that

is exactly what we did.
The production we attended was
played out by Rosey Cullinan (Melissa
Gardener) and Reg Ellery (Andrew
Makepeace Ladd III) with
very convincing American
accents.
R e g s e e m e d m o re
expressive, but
that was depicting
his level headed,
organised character,
whereas Rosey played
a very “what the
heck” character, with
progressively revealed
personality flaws.
A s a l ove r o f b i o g rap h i e s,
I thoroughly enjoyed the journey
through the lives of Melissa and
Andrew.
The set was basic, again encouraging
the audience to hone in on the
characters.
The seating arrangements were an
innovative response to COVID and they
worked perfectly, bringing actors and
audience together in an intimate space.
I would love to see more of these
seating arrangements in the future.
So happy the WTC is back in action
under the guidance of the very talented
Adrian Rice.

By DAVID HOGG
I’M IN SEVENTH heaven.
Warrandyte Theatre Company
(WTC) has returned to the main
stage with a tender tragi-comic
play Love Letters by A. R.
Gurney.
Not so much an acting
performance but more
a play reading, with
the two actors sitting
on stage narrating the
intimate love letters that
the two subjects Melissa
and Andy had written to
each other as confidantes
over a 50-year period.
For me this was a nostalgic journey
down memory lane as my experiences
of life from boarding school to the
present closely reflected those
portrayed.
As I sat listening I observed that
this play would only have relevance
to those of more mature years, and
wondered what today’s Gen Y and Gen
Z would have made of it.
Would today’s conversations by
email, Facebook, Messenger, and
Snapchat be archived and available to
re-read in 50 years’ time?
I think not.

Reg Ellery

Rosey Cullinan

But enough of the detail of this
intriguing play, so well directed by
Adrian Rice.
The huge success story here is that
this is the start of getting back to full
live productions and WTC must be
congratulated for continuing with
Zoom productions throughout the
pandemic and taking these careful
early steps to get back to normal.
I attended on the first night in which
Rosey Cullinan and Reg Ellery were
the narrators; in the second week the
parts were taken by Jeanne Snider and
George Benca.
Pleasingly this was a sell-out, and
there were only a few tickets left for the
remaining performances.

George Benca

Jeanne Snider

The Company had taken great care to
comply with Covid restrictions, and the
audience was seated in small groups
as booked at separate tables cleverly
candle-lit.
A great start; and hopefully things will
be less restricted for later productions.
Love Sick by John Cariani (playwright
of Almost, Maine) will run from mid
June.
And after a near miss in 2020,
Calendar Girls by Tim Firth will finally
be coming to our stage in September
with an almost all-original cast.
Director Susan Rundle is thrilled
to be bringing us this production, a
delightful romp with a heart and a
message,

In defence of the oldies in black and white
classic movies

By JUDY DUNGEY
IN THESE DAYS of movie streaming
services, it is a great shame that the
Golden Years of movie-making are
being ignored.
Movies made in the 1980s are listed
as “classic”, the old black-and-whites
of the 40s and 50s are regarded as
ancient, and whole generations of
movie-goers are oblivious to their
existence.
Perhaps Turner Classic Movies is an
exception — but even there, colour is
king — including (shudder) colourised
movies.
Yet many of those old B&W films
were called great for a reason.
Even today, there is so much they
can teach us.
Gaslight for instance, made over
75 years ago, still resonates with
us to the point that it has not only
entered the vernacular, but is a valid
medical term — Gaslighting — a type
of psychological abuse, in which the
victim is gradually manipulated into
doubting their own sanity.
The bumbling Marty, with Ernest
Borgnine as a romantic Everyman
hero, would be an inspiration to every
lonely ‘ordinary bloke’ who can’t find
a date these days.
As for COVID, they had that covered
too.
See films like Panic in the Streets,
where public health official Richard
Widmark struggles to find patient zero
before a plague is unleashed on the
US, or even Jezabel, where southern
belle Bette Davis joins her sick lover
Peter Fonda on a ‘lepers island’, the
New Orleans way of dealing with a
Yellow Fever outbreak.

Born Yesterday, with the fabulous
Judy Holliday, is worth watching just
for the clothes; never mind about
political corruption.
Kirk Douglas in Ace in the Hole
demonstrates that the abuse of
journalistic clout is nothing new.
Some old movies are fascinating just
to watch the hegemony play out.
The Heiress will have feminists
frothing at the mouth.
Brief Encounter opens up a moral
dilemma so deep our modern eyes
can’t see the problem.
To see a world where political
correctness does not exist gives us
understanding as to why it does exist
in our world.
When smoking is sexy, when ‘baby’
can be a dirty word — we see how far
we have come.
On the other hand, sometimes
these old movies can remind us of a
simpler time, when children could
walk to school or find adventure in a
dry creek bed.
Australian films, too, held up their
own mirror: witness the pioneering
spirit of the Sons of Matthew as they
chop down virgin bush and thousandyear-old trees… sorry, “tame the land
so we can all prosper”.
Just depends on your point of view.
There is so much we can glean from
these peeks into the past and the way
people thought about themselves.
They are veritable sociological time
capsules, a form of time travel, really.
What will our modern films reveal to
the future about us?
Anyway, this is my little squeak
of defence in support of those old
movies.
I just wish I could stream a whole lot
more of them.
And so, onto the first of my reviews
of my favourite Classic Films.

TAXATION AND ACCOUNTING
• Taxation Return Preparation
• Electronic Lodgement Service
• Accounting & Business Consultants

SHOP 5, 35-37 DRYSDALE ROAD, WARRANDYTE
9844 2661 A/H 9844 2540

JOHN ROBERTS

and Associates
Certified Practising Accountants

Gaslight (1944)

Ingrid Bergman, Charles Boyer,
Joseph Cotton, Angela Lansbury &
Dame May Whitty

SET IN A FOGGY Victorian London,
Gaslight is based on the highly
successful play Angel Street by Patrick
Hamilton.
Ingrid Bergman plays Paula, a poor
little rich girl whose world-famous
aunt has been inexplicably murdered
in the London home they shared.
Escaping to the continent to study
music, she is swept off her feet by a
suave older man, Gregory, (Charles
Boyer), who marries her and suggests
that they move back to her London
home, despite the horrors that this will
evoke in her.
Her happy married life sours from the
start, as Gregory begins his campaign
to convince her she is insane.

WARRANDYTE
GLASS
All types of
glass, glazing,
mirrors, shower
screens

Terry Ryan
9879 0373

or
Mobile: 0418 369 294

It starts with “little things” he has
noticed about her, spreads to the
flirtatious, tarty servant he uses to
humiliate her (a teenaged Angela
Lansbury), and intensifies to the
point where she believes that she is
to blame for all the many lost objects
and strange occurrences that have
transpired.
Cut off from the outside world, she
lives in fear of Gregory and his icy
moods.
On a rare trip outside, we meet
Scotland Yard detective, Brian
Cameron (Joseph Cotton) who has an
unexplained interest in Paula’s case.
He joins forces with Paula’s twittery
neighbour (Dame May Whitty) in an
attempt to inveigle his way into her
life, but a jealous Gregory thwarts him
repeatedly.
Alone at night, strange sounds,
footsteps and dimming gaslight
convince Paula that she is indeed
going mad, and when Gregory tells
her that her mother died in an asylum
and that she too may have to ‘go away’,
she crumbles.
She is rescued when her saviour
detective at last gains access to her
prison home and suddenly the why,
the how, and the who are revealed
to her.
Bergman portrays the slow

CHIRNSIDE PARK
CONCRETING

Over 30 years
experience
All aspects of
concreting
Call Martin
0423 950 356

deterioration of Paula with quick,
sidelong glances, uncertain
movements and a confusion that is
difficult to watch (she won an Oscar
for this work).
For his part, Boyer ’s Gregor y
alternates a smooth pretence of
concern for Paula with moods that
change in an instant to cold, implacable
anger, leaving her bewildered and
demeaned.
The only consolation comes at the
end with her vengeful harangue, where
she flings every ploy Gregory has used
against her right back at him.
Part of the horror of Gaslight is the
powerlessness the audience feels —
what is completely obvious to us as we
watch Paula slowly unravelling is the
evil behind every word Gregory utters.
Why can’t she see what he is doing?
Why — how — can she still love him?
Is she blind?
In the end we understand it is her
blindness that gives him his power
over her.
In this modern era, there is more
insight to be gained from watching
Gregory remorselessly destroying
Pa u l a’s s e l f - e s t e e m t h a n a n y
government TV ads could ever hope
to achieve.
Perhaps every woman should be
made to watch Gaslight instead.
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Healthy Relationships for mental health
mental health
By STEPHANIE FOXLEY
MCouns, MACA
EQUALITY is the core of a healthy
relationship.
It is based around each partner
being equal.
To be equal is to have a shared voice
in the relationship.
The couple should both feel safe and
secure within the relationship and be
treated with respect so that there is a
sense of comfort and nurturing that
surrounds them.
Neither one party has more control
than the other, trust grows from a place
of equality, love grows from a place of
security.
In a healthy relationship there
should be no violence.
A healthy relationship includes
respect, trust, honesty, support,
accountability, communication and
as already identified, equality.
It also means that money decisions
are taken together, so that no one party
benefits more than the other.
There is a shared responsibility
towards decision making and running
the home, especially a mutual
agreement on who does what around
the house.
Family decisions are made together.
Where children are involved, a
healthy relationship means
responsible parenting; sharing the
duties in looking after the children, the
school runs, the activities and being a
positive role model for them.
Above all a healthy relationship
means that each partner behaves in a
non-threatening manner towards the
other; allowing one another to talk
together and act towards one another
in such a way that each person feels
safe and is comfortable to express

themselves in everything that they
wish to discuss, bring up or do.
Having respect for one another
means that each party listens in a nonjudgemental way, being present in the
conversation, valuing opinions and
being emotionally connected, offering
encouragement and understanding.
Being accountable in a healthy
relationship is very important, to be
able to accept responsibility for the
part either has played in a situation
and being able to admit to any
wrongdoing, maintains stability and
avoids misunderstandings or blaming.
Communicating in an open, truthful
and honest manner is part of being in a
healthy relationship, when this breaks
down, there is opportunity for doubt
and mistrust to creep in.
Supporting one another ’s life
goals and being respectful of these
ambitions provides for a greater trust
between the couple, it opens the
pathway to communicate and share
the rewards these objectives might
bring.
Having the respect to acknowledge
each other’s right to have these ideas,
without criticising or condemning
them and being able to encourage
and support one another in these
ambitions is part of being in a healthy
relationship.
It is also important to acknowledge
that each person in the relationship
has the right to their own feelings and
opinions and these should also be
respected.
Not every couple has only mutual
friends; it is important to respect that
each person in the relationship has
their own friends, and that if these
friends are deemed obstructive or
unhelpful in the relationship, there
should be open discussion about
them, but neither partner should
forbid the other from communicating
with them.

Living
& Learning
Nillumbik

– where people share,
learn and connect
Enrolments are open now for
CHC30113 Certificate III in Early
Childhood Education and Care,
CHC33015 Cert III in Individual
Support (Ageing, Home and
Community) and CHC50113
Diploma of Early Childhood
Education and Care. These
courses will be via an online
blended delivery model.
Early childhood centres and educators,
we are now delivering CHC50113
Diploma of Early Childhood Education
and Care via traineeship. Incentives
and wage subsidies may apply for
eligible employees.
We have a range of workshops,
courses and MakerSpaces available
at our Neighbourhood House sites.
Please refer to our website,
Facebook and Instagram for updates
and to view classes on offer.
info.livinglearning@
nillumbik.vic.gov.au
livinglearningnillumbik.vic.gov.au

In a healthy relationship being able
to participate in activities of a personal
choice is important, couples do not
always have to partake in the same
interest, encouragement and support
to follow these pursuits lead to greater
respect and trust.
Fairness is something that each
couple should strive for; to seek
mutually satisfying resolutions to
arguments or disputes, to listen and to
be able to reach a compromise if the
situation requires it.
Sometimes it is simply being willing
to accept change.
A healthy relationship has no room
for intimidation, emotional abuse or
threatening behaviour.
Abuse of any kind should not present
itself in a healthy relationship.
The use of power and control in a
relationship is not healthy.

Participate Nillumbik
Council likes to hear
from community on
a range of different
projects

Being in a loving, nurturing, healthy
relationship is the most empowering
and invigorating experience any
person can imagine.
The support and trust that is
cultivated in a healthy relationship
encourages personal growth and
achievement.
Happiness is achieved in a healthy
relationship.
It is not always possible to achieve
all these attributes of a healthy
relationship, but to be able to work
towards some of these goals will
encourage equality and a deeper
respect for one another.
If you feel that your relationship is not
based on equality, have the discussion
with your partner and if necessary,
find a relationship counsellor who
might be able to help bring your
relationship balance back.

Aged Care
Information Sessions

participate.nillumbik.vic.gov.au

Free information sessions
are being offered to help
people understand and
navigate home support
options and the
aged care system

Pet regos due soon!

There are many services available to
help you live independently and maintain
a good quality of life as you get older.

Sign up to Participate Nillumbik
to learn more and get involved.

Dog and cat registrations for
2021-22 are due on 9 April

Registered pet owners were sent
registration renewal notices in February.
To update your details or for more
information, visit:
nillumbik.vic.gov.au/petrego

Nillumbik
Parenting Hub

Home Care Packages:
19 April, 2–3pm
Eltham Community and Reception Centre
Residential Aged Care:
12 May, 6.30–7.30pm
Nillumbik Shire Council, Greensborough
Bookings essential
nillumbik.vic.gov.au/events
or call 9433 3138.

Seniors Social Lunch

The Nillumbik Parenting Hub
offers a range of information
sessions, workshops and
resources for parents,
grandparents and carers.

Join us at Eltham Community
Reception Centre for a
two-course meal with live
entertainment from Ben Clark

nillumbik.vic.gov.au/parenting-hub

28 April, 12-2.30pm
Tickets: $25 RSVP by 16 April
nillumbik.vic.gov.au/events

Stephanie Foxley has lived and
worked in the Manningham district
for over 20 years.
Now relocated to Queensland she
offers online counselling services
via Zoom.
Medibank, Bupa, Police Health
Fund and Doctor’s Health fund
accredited.
Me mb e r o f AC A a n d C C A A ,
Provisional member of PACFA
0407 921 122
newlifehealingspace@gmail.com
Beyondblue Australia: 1300 22
4636
Lifeline: 13 11 14
Headspace: 1800 650 890
Coronavirus Health Information
Line: 1800 020 080
Health and Human Services:
www.coronavirus.vic.gov.au

Social Connection
COVID-19
Recovery Grants

In response to the COVID-19
pandemic, we are offering
grants of up to $500 to
not-for-profit organisations
and community groups
Grants will support initiatives and events
that help to reconnect older people in
our community.
nillumbik.vic.gov.au/grants

Nillumbik
Recovery Fund

The Nillumbik Recovery Fund
provides funding to support
our community to respond
to and recover from
the impacts of the
COVID-19 pandemic
For more information, guidelines
and to apply go to:
nillumbik.vic.gov.au/NRF
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Meeting with a historic immigrant
remarkable trees
By JENNA ROSE
MEETING WITH Remarkable Trees
is a monthly reflection of the old, the
sacred, the mysterious, and the poetic.
Following on from last month’s
Aussie eucalypt, I have switched focus
to explore an introduced species and
make comment on the pros and cons
of some of Australia’s listed “weeds”.
While training to facilitate Forest
Therapy, I regularly visit a “sit spot” to
deepen my observation skills.
McAlpin Reserve in Wonga Park
offers a small pine family that
emanates a certain quietude, and
because so many introduced species
are disliked, through no fault of their
own, I determined to discover the story
of pines as an introduced, but also
historical and utilised species.
Pines are listed as an invasive weed
and can threaten native habitats if left
to their own devices.
According to the Forestr y
Corporation, radiata pines, were
introduced to Australia around the
early 1850s from their native home of
North America.
In the 1900s, its usefulness for timber
was recognised and plantations were
established, but prior to that, settlers
in what is now the eastern suburbs
of Melbourne planted pines to create
windbreaks for their orchards.
Predominantly these were controlled,
while escapee seedlings established
forests in the uncultivated areas.
Iona Grove Reserve in Park Orchards
is remnant of these escapee forests.
If given the space and light, pines will
grow out as well as up, developing a
shapely canopy such as the matriarch
at the entrance to McAlpin Reserve in
Wonga Park will demonstrate.

However, like many trees, they are
forest dwellers — that is to say — they
live in extended family communities
and communicate by their vast
underground root system and their
various oils and chemical emissions
carried on the wind.
To walk among the Iona Grove
Reserve family, I am reminded of the
forests of northern Europe.
It is wind that brings awareness to
leaves, and pines, with their slender
evergreen needles, draw in the
movement as if taking a deep and
lengthy sigh that speaks of the ancient,
time-honoured wisdom only a tree
can know.
This close-knit Iona Grove family
breathes as one rhythm, their tops
swaying in unison while their sturdy
bodies creak and groan.
Closing my eyes, I am lulled by the
sounds, transported to a tall ship
carrying the ancestors of these beings
to a faraway colonial settlement.

How were they brought here?
Were seedlings packed into a box to
survive months of perilous seas?
Or was it simply a few seeds placed in
the pocket of an enthusiastic botanist
in the hope of bringing reminders of
home?
Either way, they made it, and in their
protective togetherness here, they
grow tall.
Inside their straightness, the outside
world is distant.
On the soft, cushioned forest floor
scattered with fallen cones, I can rest
and dream, revived by clear, tingling
oils and the peace and solitude of a
warm embrace.
High up in the canopy, I watch their
conversation as branches reach out
gently to each other, always respectful
of personal space.
It is a pleasure to see these migrants
still permitted to thrive regardless of
their weedy status.
Radiata Pine is a much-utilised

species, providing wood for
constr uction and ess ential oil
for cleaning products and health
promotion.
Of importance too, is the food they
provide for Australia’s Yellow-tailed
Black Cockatoos who, although
not listed as threatened as yet, are
declining in numbers due to habitat
destruction.
I have mixed feelings about “pest”
management as I know something has
to be done to keep Australia’s native
species from extinction, but there
is also the view that mother nature
doesn’t give a toss about who is coming
or going.
She accepts all her life forms equally,
and maybe Australia will one day
become a nation of wild dogs and
cats, foxes, camels, donkeys, deer,
cane toads, noisy miners, rabbits,
feral pigs, rats, ivy, lantana, prickly
pear, Paterson’s curse, rubber vine,
asparagus fern, alligator weed and...

oh dear...and lest we forget the need
to be humble on occasion and remind
ourselves that we are the very pest
who introduced all these in the first
place.
Trees, at least stick to the rules of
nature, rather than attempting to
change or control the course of it,
wittingly or otherwise.
Perhaps slowing down and
contemplating the wisdom of deep
time, trees and the natural world is
one step of many towards reviewing
and changing what we need to do to
look after our beautiful home.
Meanwhile, may the peace of the
pines be with you.
Jennah is captivated by the quiet,
unassuming presence and wisdom
of trees and is currently training to
facilitate Forest Therapy.
If you have a favourite tree you
would like to share, please email
her: jennahmrose@outlook.com

Warrandyte’s New Pool Specialist

Regular Maintenance Service
Green Pool Recovery Water Test
Chemicals Pool Equipment

Shop 3, 90-94 Melbourne Hill Rd

8839 6907 info@radiantpools.net.au
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Down the garden path
gardening
BY KATHY GARDINER
I LOVE WANDERING down life’s many
paths.
Especially in the garden.
As I have mentioned before, I am
blessed with living on a five acre
property, so paths I have in abundance.
Some of course are to the clothesline,
the falling down hay shed, one to the
vegetable garden.
Then there is the graceful curve of
the front gravel driveway, the stone
steps I have heaved and cut into an
embankment, the twisting, the turning
paths, the river stone paths leading
under the house as a fire break, one
leading to a solitary hidden birdbath
alive with small wrens most of the
day, a path to the tool shed and the
herb garden.
And not forgetting the paths beaten
through the bushland by kangaroos
and deer, and the more subtle paths
and tell-tale furrows left by the resident
echidnas.
Paths can be formal affairs of
paving, concrete, asphalt, pebbles,
the informal of wood chips, paving
stones, or gravel.
Even the smallest property should
have paths of mystery that lead you
to a dead end with a feature of some
kind — a seat, a birdbath, a Hills Hoist.
Paths keep your feet dry, make
wheeling your wheelbarrow easier,
make picking your vegetables easier
but paths also add interests, colour and
texture and movement to your garden.
The path to your front door is highly
symbolic.
It welcomes visitors to your private
domain and represents your approach
to life as well.
Arbours, garden gnomes, large
boulders, bird feeders, running water
features, all give a hint of what your
style is as an individual and a family.
The Feng Shui of a straight path
leading directly from the road into the
front door is meant to bring bad luck

of a sort, as it channels energy straight
to your door — sometimes bad energy.
A winding path creates a sense of
calm as it approaches your home,
encouraging visitors to breathe deep
and look around at the entrance as a
whole, garden and all — not just a path
to a door, which is closed.
A wind chime near your front door
might slow down the energy if you have
a straight path or garden sculptures or
even strappy plants hanging onto the
paths will soften the approach.
In older country gardens a straight
drive or pathway to the front door was
often softened with a water feature that
the path circled around on either side.
This autumn, think about maybe
changing the approach to your home.
Think about creating a few surprises
in the garden with a new path with a
rusty gate.
Even a circle or spiral of large stones
in the middle of the lawn or in the bush
create mystery.
You can buy great shaped individual
stones from Bunnings.
I always loved the fields of wildflowers
or meadow in the UK with a single strip
cut through with a mower.
Mazes fascinate as well, from high
corn mazes to simple ones made from
hundreds of lavender/santolina plants.
Fancy paths, but still paths, that bring
fun to the garden.
April is my favourite month, of
berries and foliage and fruits.
The Black Cockatoos are back to
wreak havoc on the pine trees, the
wrens and smaller birds are flitting
from tree to tree, more visible now as
the leaves are thinning.
On walking down my back path the
other day there was a flurry of activity.
Wasps, a million wasps.
The weather changes we are having
due to the La Niña are making perfect
conditions for the burying nature of
European and native wasps.
I had the New York City of wasps in
the rotting stump of a pine tree that I
had removed about 10 years ago.
There are many methods of removing
wasp nests.

The most common is a pesticide
bomb that you drop into the nest under
red light at dusk.
Me, I called in a professional.
S ome one who w ould quickly
and effectively eliminate my waspy
problem but also be sympathetic to
the bees and bees hives that I have on
the property.
The way I see it (and with snake
catching as well) leave it to the
professionals and no one gets hurt —
critters, humans, or pets.
Plectranthus, salvias, abelias,
miscanthus and sedums are all showing
their striking benefits in the garden.
My crimson thorned Berberis is a
fabulous plant to plant where you don’t
want dogs or children on the garden.
A thorny barrier of Japanese Maples,
with their interesting, twisted trunks
and stunning autumn display of small,
serrated leaves makes a beautiful
statement as a “ta da” plant in the
middle of garden bed or lawn.
Just a quick note there are maples that
have larger leaves.
These ones do better when the
weather is very hot.
These larger leaves are more resilient
to winds and the searing sun.
April is the perfect time to plant bulbs
either in the garden or in pots.

They can be planted quite tightly
in the pot but try not to make them
touch the sides of the pot or even in a
beautiful blue and white bowl!
It’s a great time to take lavender
cuttings from the young new growth.
Sprinkle a handful of lime around
your vegetables for a pop of energy
for growth.
Camellias and azaleas will be coming
into bud.
For better, larger flowers you can
nip out extra buds (with thumb and
forefinger nails) if there is more than
two forming together.
April is for planting your winter
vegetable seedlings.
Broccoli, cabbages, broad beans,
silver beet, spinach, and of course leeks
are essential ingredients for winter

casseroles and soups.
Give the seedlings as many nutrients
as you can: blood and bone, manure,
complete fertilisers, compost.
The more food you give these heavy
feeders early on the more they will
benefit in their growing stages.
Remember to still get out there every
day if you can, pull a few weeds, keep
pots watered, notice every little change,
make plans for the spring that will be
here again before we know it.
How quickly the seasons come and
go — make sure you enjoy each one, as
each season provides its own bounty in
your garden.
And as you travel on your path,
f o c u s s e d o n y o u r d e s t i nat i o n ,
remember that the journey is its own
reward.

Annie’s Garden on display for April weekend
AUTUMN COLOUR and blooms
will be in full flight at this one-acre
Research garden when it opens as part
of Open Gardens Victoria.
Annie’s Garden in Research is a true
‘gardeners garden’ — every inch was
created with hard work and passion,
turning difficult soils into a fertile
garden full of seasonal interest and a
bounty of produce
Native grasses and westringia
grace the driveway, while beautiful
deciduous trees such as crepe myrtles,
pears, ornamental pomegranates and
a lovely Cercis ‘Forest Pansy’ will be
showing their autumn colour under
the natural local canopy of box gums
and stringybarks.
The garden features combinations
of hardy perennials such as salvias,
sedums and euphorbias together
with the spectacular ‘Smoke Bush’
and ground covering cyclamen with
budding hellebores.

Grape vines, Boston Ivy and
Silver Vein Creeper are draped over
structures and turn shades of scarlet
at this time of year.
A productive garden at the rear
features tiered beds for vegetables
and there are fruit trees such as fig,
mulberry, apricots, plums and many
varieties of citrus.
Proceeds from this opening will
support the Eltham Rural Group.
Annie’s Garden is at 27 Brenda
Road, Research and will be open
10am–4:30pm, April 10 and 11.
Tickets must be purchased in advance
online via tr ybooking.com and
Open Gardens Victoria’s website.
Adults $10, Students $6, under 18 free.
Attendance will be welcomed with
COVID-19 protocols observed.
For more information about Open
Gardens and events, visit:
www.opengardensvictoria.org.au.

Lawn Mowing And Whipper Snipping
Backyard Clean Up Services
Tree Pruning And Removal
Weeding And Mulching
Hedge Trimming
Property Maintenance
& Odd Jobs

0400 548 468

local reliable experienced

two birds
and a barrow

GARDENING

specialising in natural Australian gardens

Jake Clancy mob.
Qualified Arborist

0411 311 824
@clancysgardencare

0488 994 669

2birdsandabarrow@gmail.com
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Gail Macrae

January 25,1945 – February 27, 2021
obituary
MANY OF GAIL Macrae’s happiest days
were spent at the Mechanics Institute
Hall, bustling round backstage, looking
down from the bio box or laughing over
a glass of red with her boisterous mates
after a show.
Those and many other old friends
will reconvene at the hall on May 1
to celebrate a full and passionate life.
Gail was born on January 25, 1945,
the only child of Heather and Claude
Monteath.
They lived in Moonga Road, Toorak,
not far from Scotch College where her
father was Director of Music.
Not surprisingly, music became one
of Gail’s many loves.
Her mother, too, was a schoolteacher.
Gail’s own schooling was spent
a t Me r t o n Ha l l , a p re s t i g i o u s
establishment for Melbourne’s wellbred gels, who no doubt did their best
to turn her into a young lady.
We can only guess how that went.
In 1962 she went on to Monash
University to study Arts, followed by
a post-grad year at the University of
NSW, getting her Library Certificate.
Was there ever any doubt that Gail’s
world would revolve around books?
By now she had left home, acquired a
Renault Dauphine, and thrown herself
into a new life of independence and
intellectual challenge.
She took a position at the Monash
University Library, throwing herself
into it for the next eight years till

something even more important than
the Dewey System came along.
Gail had become friends with a guy
at Monash called Don, but it wasn’t
till several years later that they got
together and in 1971 bought a house
in Warrandyte where she spent the
next forty years.
They were married three years later
and started their family.
Lachie arrived in 1974 and Fiona two
years later.
It was an exciting time.
T h e y t h re w t h e m s e l v e s i n t o
parenting, read all the books, joined
a parents support group, got involved
in local activities.
Family was the highlight of Gail’s life
and remained so till the end.
When Lachie started at Eltham
College, Gail began volunteering at the
school’s library.
As the kids got older, she joined the
library staff full time and made her
mark on the place over the next thirty
years.
She loved the kids, made a major
contribution as a co-ordinator for
overseas students and formed lifelong
friendships among her colleagues.
It was a time filled with activity and
adventure.
In 1982 Gail and Don trekked Nepal,
a trip that made such an impression
on them they were determined their
children should share the experience,
and they returned as a family three
years later.
Warrandyte was just the place to feed
Gail’s creativity.
She sewed beautifully, broke old

10 THINGS EVERYONE SHOULD
KNOW ABOUT GOGO
by Fin Macrae (Gail’s grandson, Age 9)

1. Gogo was super loving & kind (but not to Sco-mo)
2. She went to protest against climate change with me!
3. She took me to see my baby brother Gus for the first time
4. We had Gogo days (on Thursdays) where we had lots of
fun and sometimes went on the ferry!
5. I rode the paper to her every day, she was very smart
6. She spoiled us with yummy food we called yum-yums
7. We had lots of fun with her dogs
8. She loved animals and grandchildren
9. She loved all uppies, huggles and cuddles.
10. EVERYBODY LOVES GOGO!

china things to make new mosaic
things, painted furniture like the
spectacular Kandinsky table — the
perfect table to spill things on — and
joined the Warrandyte Mechanics
Institute and Arts Association.
It began simply enough in 1973
helping with costumes for the theatre
group, and over the next forty years
would see her involved in over fifty
productions.
She appeared on stage on a few
occasions, but her star shone brightest
behind the scenes.
As a director and assistant-director,
producer extraordinaire, stage
manager, props and costumes, set
painter and builder, and lighting and
sound operator.
Her antics from the bio box on final
nights will be vividly remembered by
many trying to be serious on stage.
She was a long-time committee
member and a Life Member of the
Warrandyte Mechanics Institute and
Arts Association.
Something of an institution within
an institution.
When Lachie and his wife Jane
moved to Ocean Grove and started
their own family, Gail faced a serious
dilemma.
Having grandchildren is the next best
thing to having your own children and
considerably more convenient.
Leaving Warrandyte, though, would
be a huge wrench, but again she chose
family.
She moved to Ocean Grove in 2012
and devoted herself to her new role.
‘Gogo’ (taken from a book by
Zimbabwean writer and activist Elinor
Sisulu) was a brilliant grandmother to
Lachie’s children, Fin and Gus.
And when Fiona returned from her
work in East Timor to have Alexander,
she headed straight for Ocean Grove
and the support of her willing mum.
But it’s hard starting a new life at 67.

You make new friends, but they can’t
share your history.
Your achievements and skills are left
somewhere in the past.
Yet even at 67, Gail’s abundant
energy served her well.
She joined U3A, renewed her interest
in mosaics, debated the issues of the
day with her politics group, joined
a book club or two and walked the
beach with her dogs, meeting other
dog walkers along the way.
She visited wineries, soaked up
writerly events and supported local
theatre productions.
It finally took cancer to slow her
down.
And did she accept it with good
grace?
Stupid question.
But her children and an incredible
group of loyal friends enabled her to
stay home virtually till the end as she
so desperately wanted.
A small gathering was planned for
her Ocean Grove friends at a local
restaurant in early March, but it turned
into a much larger affair, a wonderful
day of memories and celebration.
For Gail was a colourful character.
Intelligent.
Sharp witted.

Immensely well read.
Engaged with the world around her.
Always had her own opinions, and
was always happy to correct yours.
She was at her happiest with
family and friends, a glass of red and
meaningful conversation.
That is how she will be remembered
at the hall on May 1.
And will no doubt be looking down
on the fun from the bio box, one last
time.
The WMIAA will be holding a
memorial for Gail Macrae, on
Saturday May 1 from 3 pm to 5 pm.
Please note that due to COVID
restrictions, we regret that we are
only able to host 80 people for the
memorial. To book a place at the
memorial, please go to
www.trybooking.com/BQGWZ
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It is guinea be a great day at Warranwood Primary School
By CHRIS TURNER
THERE HAS BEEN a buzz (or should
we say squeak!) around Warranwood
Primary School recently and it’s all
centred around the new Peruvian
guinea pigs the school students have
in their classrooms in Years 5 and 6.
A Peruvian guinea pig is a fancy
cavy, noted for its extra long hair with
rosettes.
The craze all started before school
went back for the 2021 year, when
guinea pig expert and building
enthusiast Andrew Tonkin designed
and made a purpose-built enclosure
for the new classroom pets.
What started as a plan to have three
guinea pigs across the Senior School
soon blossomed into a herd of piggies
due to their increased popularity.
Mr Tonkin stated that you can never
have too many guinea pigs for the
students to look after.
Inside each Year 5 and 6 classroom
is a big guinea pig enclosure made by
the teachers at the school.
The Warranwood Primary School

students have shown tremendous
responsibility, organisation and care
in the day-to-day looking after their
new companions.
Students have been fully in charge of
ensuring the guinea pigs have plenty of
fresh water, food and vegetables each
day to maintain a healthy diet.
A team of students is also responsible
for maintaining the luscious coats of
fur and of course cleaning the cages
to ensure they remain in immaculate
condition.
The guinea pigs are even given a
fortnightly bath by the students to
ensure they are smelling at their finest.
Having a classroom pet has allowed
students to feel even more comfortable
in their learning and has added to the
already positive atmosphere that has
been created across the school.
Students take it in turns in small
groups to look after the guinea pigs at
recess and lunch times.
The guinea pigs have become very
tame and popular with kids across all
age groups of the school.

Many families of the school and local
community come up over the weekend
to enjoy the guinea pigs and watch
their amazing nature.
Teachers have noted that having
a classroom pet has enriched the
classroom experiences, stimulated
learning even further, and has taught
students a sense of responsibility and
commitment.
They have also been a real success in
increasing the emotional and mental
growth of all students.
Billy, a Year 6 student, said that the
guinea pigs make him really happy to
come to school and they make him feel
good when he is down.
Lucy, a Year 5 student, said that
the guinea pigs make her happy,
they make her safe and she just loves
coming to school.
She cares for the guinea pigs and
they have taught her tremendous
responsibility.
Grace said that the guinea pigs
give a sense of importance and a real
purpose in taking care of them.

Wa r ra nw o o d P r i ma r y S c h o o l
Principal Mr Shane Harrop is currently
taking tours for the 2022 school year
and beyond and you can book in by
calling the school on 9876 6066.
We’re sure you will see a Peruvian
Guinea Pig or two on your adventures.

Phoenix South East Melbourne Basketball a welcomed post Covid-19 event
By NIETA MANSER
WHENEVER SPORTS clubs come to
visit schools it’s a very big deal for our
students.
This was never more the case than
when the South East Melbourne
Phoenix NBL team came to visit
Warrandyte Primary School in March.
After a 2020 with no school and no
sport, the students were so enthusiastic
that the cheering could be heard from
the road.
Organised by the Warrandyte
Basketball Association, the Phoenix
team played two short games with
some of our students and then stayed
for a question and answer session.
The players were still wearing their
masks and abiding by strict Covid
rules for their safety as players, but that

didn’t stop them from stealing the ball,
taking huge rebounds, and throwing
shots from full court.
War randyte Pr imar y Physical
Education teacher, Sally Marshall,
was only too happy to host this
sporting event, as she believes that
sport in schools is a crucial part of the
curriculum.
“Students who play sports are better
able to concentrate and maintain
focus, which has a positive impact on
their academic life,” she says.
“It also helps children to develop
their confidence which can have
a positive aspect in their personal
relationships and ability to integrate
quickly and make friends.”
Last year a wide range of sport
programs were forced to cancel during

the COVID-19 lock-downs, including
swimming, interschool sports and
incursions such as this one.
The students and families have
welcomed the eased restrictions,
allowing the school to reinstate all of
their sporting events.
This term, Warrandyte Primary
School has leapt at the chance to run
its annual Swimming Carnival and has
also participated in Hockey clinics,
interschool sports and Cross Country
for Grade 3-6.
The Fun Run for Foundation to Grade
2 students helps to build a mindset
where exercise is a positive part of
their school life and for many of the
younger students, it was the first whole
school sporting event they’d been able
to attend.

2021 Tour Dates
Saturday Morning Tours - 9:30am
•

1 May

•

21 August

School at Work Tours - 9.30am
•

Friday 14 May

•

Wednesday 16 June

•

Tuesday 27 July

•

Friday 22 October

•

Thursday 25 November

Early Years Walk Tours- 9.30am
(Early Learning and Prep)
•

Wednesday 26 May

•

Wednesday 23 June

•

Tuesday 31 August

•

Thursday 18 November

Bookings are essential:

www.billanook.vic.edu.au/book-a-tour
or telephone: 9724 1179
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Revelling in reading
Youth Services at
Warrandyte High School

By JO MILLER,
Wellbeing Leader, WHS
MANNINGHAM YOUTH Services
came to visit the students at
Warrandyte High School on March
16, and were very warmly received.
As part of the school’s Pastoral Care
and Respectful Relationships program,
Manningham Youth Services accepted
the invitation from WHS to come
and educate our students about the
plethora of services that are available
to them.
Manningham Council offers a
range of counselling services to the
community.
The Van is a new part of the program
and Warrandyte High School was the
first school in Manningham to have the
colourful van visit.
During the visit, Simone Webbey
(Community Engagement Officer) and
Zee Munro (Project Officer-Rainbow
Connections) organised an art activity
to help promote “Be Kind” to one
another.
There were two large canvases
for students to create “Be Kind”
statements or illustrations.
The opportunity was made available
for our students to discuss their
feelings with the Youth Workers if
they chose to do so.
This exciting activity featured as part
of Warrandyte High School’s AntiBullying Week.
The students enthusiastically
involved themselves in this initiative
which was wonderful to see.
Hot Milo, lollypops, pens, wristbands

and information packs were handed
out to the students who were very
grateful.
The visit to Warrandyte High School
by the Manningham Youth Services
Van was a huge success and another
component of our whole school focus
on wellbeing and pastoral care.

Al fresco dining at
Warrandyte High School
By JOSEPH CARUANA
WARRANDY TE HIGH School
has provided students with a
lunchtime indoor dining area for
several years now.
Complete with several
microwaves, exclusively for student
use, students can heat up their
lunch in one of our microwaves
and then sit and enjoy their lunch
in comfort inside our indoor
student dining area.
How lovely, no?
How sophisticated, no?
Breaking News!
Now we are thrilled to officially
announce our companion al fresco
dining area for students use!

Our indoor student dining area
now has an adjoining undercover
outdoor dining area and it is
already proving very popular with
students.
But, which al fresco table to sit on
at lunchtime?
Red, blue or yellow?
Bright, colourful, and brand
new, the Warrandyte High School
al fresco student dining area is
another option available to our
students at lunchtime and recess.
A huge thank you is extended to
the Community Bank Warrandyte
for their assistance in making this
awesome project possible.

By AMANDA CALLAWAY
THE GRADE 5 and 6 students at
Anderson’s Creek Primary School
(ACPS) have been creative with
their strategies to help improve their
comprehension in reading.
ACPS delivers a Reader’s Workshop
model to all classes from Foundation
to Grade 6.
Literacy Leader and Grade 5/6
teacher, Ms Maria Healey explained.
“This model involves modelling
reading strategies to students,
encouraging the children to have a
go on their own, and then gradually
releasing responsibility to the student
for their own learning.”
There is a focus on a range of core
reading strategies, which include:
predicting, visualising, summarising,
questioning, connecting, and
synthesising.
This term the students have been
reading Holes by Louis Sachar
To encourage students to visualise
what they have understood about

the settings, characters and scenes in
the novel, one activity was to create a
“triorama” out of paper.
“Students were asked to draw an
aspect of the book, which was then
explained using annotations,” said
Ms Healey.
The senior students have found
the visualisation activities engaging
and a helpful way to improve their
understanding of the text.
When asked how visualising helps
when you are reading, Grade 6 student
Hallie said:
“It helps to be imaginative and
picture what you are reading in your
mind.”
“It helps us to think about what it is
like,” said Adam in Grade 5.
Grade 6 student Cate, said:
“In books they describe a lot, like
characters and the setting, to help us
imagine and feel what is going on in
the book.”
Creating the triorama involved
designing a 3D setting, thinking
about what the characters could see,

hear and feel.
Students were asked to imagine how
it would feel and look in this setting
and show their interpretation of the
description, in the text.
Students were also asked what they
liked about the task.
Grade 5 student Rhys shared, “I
enjoyed making the 3D people and
creating it.”
Alannah in Grade 6 said:
“I enjoyed making them and doing
the figures.
“We were able to be creative with the
details and 3D figures.”
Student Cate said:
“I liked using what I imagined from
the book and putting it in a creative
way to show the setting.
“Adding the little figures added to
the fun and had a great effect on the
triorama”.
The students have enjoyed sharing
their creations, and the discussion
around the setting and characters
from the novel, has deepened their
understanding of the book.

Surf’s up at Warrandyte High
ANOTHER SUCCESSFUL Warrandyte
High School Surf Camp took place
recently.
Correct — surfing!
Just one of the many opportunities
our students at Warrandyte High
School can enjoy.

We definitely have some talented
VET Sport and Recreation Students
at WHS.
A huge thank you is extended to
Island Surfboards for some fantastic
lessons.

Softball takes off at ACPS
By AMANDA CALLAWAY
SPORTING SCHOOLS is a government
program designed to help schools
increase children’s participation in
sport and connect them with sporting
opportunities in the community.
Anderson’s Creek Primary School’s
(ACPS) Physical Education Coordinator, Ms Meredith Thornton,
applied and successfully received a
grant, to promote softball at the school.
Sporting Schools programs are
provided to help students build
confidence, skills and to promote an
active lifestyle.
In order to achieve greater student
participation and connections with
community sporting groups, Sport
Australia has partnered with more than
35 national sporting organisations.
At ACPS, students in Grades 3–6
have worked with April (an Australian
softball player and coach) during their
physical education classes.
Ms Thornton said, “April has helped
students understand more about the
skills required for softball and has
taught classes how to play the new
game, Fully Loaded Softball, which
is the game played in our District
Interschool Sport Competition.
Fully Loaded Softball is a fast, active
game of softball that students are
enjoying.”

Grade 5 student, Millah, said: “I like
being able to have a game against my
friends and you get to play with people
that you might not otherwise spend
time with.”
Millah added that she enjoys softball
because you have to talk to your team
mates to get the ball to places on the
field.
The junior students are also learning
skills to prepare them for softball in
later years.
“Prep to Grade 2 students are working
with foam bats and balls to enhance
their striking, throwing and catching
skills,” said Ms Thornton.
Grade 6 Sport Captain, Chase,
has been an active member of the
Doncaster Baseball Club since Grade
4 and has played tee-ball since he was
five years old.

“I like playing a team sport because
it helps you make new friends and it is
fun,” said Chase.
When asked what he thought of the
Sporting Schools program, Chase said,
“Yes, it has been very good and I have
seen people improving through this
coaching program at school.”
Grants of this nature are a terrific
opportunity and enhance the school
sports program.
Ms Thornton says, “This initiative
is fantastic, as it gives students the
opportunity to learn more skills and
game tactics from a high level player,
or coach in the chosen sport.
Links are formed with local clubs,
which helps young people transition
into playing their preferred sport at a
community level, leading to a lifetime
of enjoyment on the sporting field.”
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Jack does it for MS and mental health
Photos: ALEX FLANNAGAN

By JAMES POYNER
JACK WHELAN met a cheering crowd
outside Grand Hotel Warrandyte on
March 23, after completing a 2,043
kilometre ride around Victoria, raising
money and awareness for the charities
MS Australia and Outside the Locker
Room.
Setting off from Lake Hume on March
9 and averaging 145km a day, Jack,
along with a dedicated support crew,
cycled through iconic landscapes such
as the Murray River and the Great
Ocean Road.
On the afternoon of Wednesday,
March 23, he reached the final
landmark of his epic journey — The
Grand Hotel, Warrandyte — where a
joyful crowd had gathered to toast the
end of a long two weeks in the saddle.
Surpassing double his original target
of $50,000, on Wednesday afternoon
he had raised more than $119,000 for
his chosen charities, and the Diary was
there to welcome the saddle-sore Park
Orchardian home, where he spoke to
us about his adventure.
“It was a great adventure and I loved
absolutely every minute of it.
“O bv i o u s l y p a r t s w e re m o re
challenging than expected, and parts
were maybe a little bit easier, and more
enjoyable than I expected.
“The highlights were the time spent

with family and friends around the
campfire laughing, telling jokes in the
night time.
“We got to ride through some of the
most beautiful spots in the world.
“The Great Ocean Road, through the
Otways, and we got to spend a lot of
time along the mighty Murray River as
well, which was really, really, special,
and to share that with people I love the
most made it really special.”
Jack was riding for two Charities;
MS Australia and Outside the Locker
Room, two charities Jack has a close
personal relationship with.
“I lost my cousin to Multiple Sclerosis
at a fairly young age.
He was diagnosed at 28, and from
the day he was diagnosed he never
worked another day in his life, and
sadly passed away about four years
after that.
So if I was ever going to do something,
MS Australia was the one.
Moving onto the mental health side
of things, I experienced some of my
own mental health challenges, which
a number of us have and a lot of us
will do.
I was fortunate enough to have a front
row seat to some of the stuff Outside
the Locker Room do, so I decided
they would be the charity that I also
wanted to support.”

Before heading into the Grand Hotel
for a well deserved pint of Stone and
Wood, Jack had one final message for
his supporters and sponsors.
“I would love to say thank you to
everyone who has donated so far, we
have had over 280 individual donors,
which is mind blowing, and I would
say I only know 25 per cent of them.
“So people who don’t even know me
have done it out of the goodness of
their heart, so I will be forever grateful.
“The guys at Port Melbourne Cycles
looked after the bike, gave us a heap of
hydration and energy and all that kind
of stuff — advice and knowledge and
wouldn’t take any money, so I would
like to give them a massive shout out
as well.
“I am extremely appreciative for
everyone’s support.”
Since completing his ride, Jack’s
Miles for Smiles fundraiser has
increased to $122,600.
Jack is planning to ke ep the
fundraising page open for a few more
weeks, and will close it off once the
“thank you” video that documents his
journey is released.
A link to the website where you can
donate to his cause can be found
at www.facebook.com/Miles-forSmiles-106216371138548
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Warrandyte trail explorer
WAR R ANDY T E MOUN TAIN
Bike Club (MTB3113) members
J OZ I C A K U T I N , N ATA L I E
PAPEZ and KARINA VITIRITTI
have collected feedback from
t h e Wa r ra n d y te M T B 3 1 1 3
community and have compiled a
series of trail rides in and around
the Warrandyte area.
This is the second of the series.
These trails will be printed in
Warrandyte Diary and eventually
turned into a book of local biking
trails.
This ride takes in Melbourne
Hill, all things Mullum Mullum,
Park Orchards and of course
Warrandyte.

Blue Route 22.8km
Total distance: 22.8km
Elevation gain: 358m
Maximum elevation gain: 153m
Surfaces: Sealed and unsealed bike
paths, sealed roads, postie tracks,
steps.
Rating: Intermediate — some
dangerous road crossings.
Facilities: Cafes, restaurants,
pub, bakeries, toilets, BBQs &
playgrounds.
This loop takes you from Warrandyte
and connects you to the Mullum
Mullum, through Park Orchards and
100 Acres, South Warrandyte and back
to Warrandyte central.
There are some tricky busy road
crossings to navigate.
The start of the ride is at the
Whipstick Gully Gospel Chapel
carpark (henceforth known as the
MTB3113 Trailhead) — great location;
car parking, public toilets, bakery, pub
and cafés.
Everything a cyclist needs — except,
sadly, a bike shop.
0km: Map Point 1
Gospel Chapel Carpark
Head out west, away from the shops
to the Yarra River Reserve path and
follow this all the way to the end
(where Anderson’s Creek meets the
Yarra River).
Cross the wooden footbridge, ride

through the carpark (noting the
plaque behind a rock commemorating
Warrandyte Aboriginal Reserve),
crossing Everard Drive and head
straight up Taroona Avenue to the
skate park.
Here at the skate park you’ll find a
drinking tap, toilets, and the football,
cricket and netball club.
Cross Heidelberg-Warrandyte Road
(at the pedestrian crossing if you want
to be on the safe side) and continue
for a steady climb up Melbourne Hill
Road.
At the second major bend, you’ll see
on the left four bollards and a dirt track
— head left up this track.
2.4km: Map Point 2
Melbourne Hill Road
Continue along the single track until
you pop out onto the gravel service
road and at the end of this service road
continue straight onto the single track
on the bit of verge between two roads
(or stay on the paved road if you like
but keep left at the fork).
Cross the road at the gravel driveway
of Number 6 and follow this gravel path
kind of west and around Wildflower
Reserve (it would be stunning walking
in wildflower season).
Ride down Wildflower Court (sealed)
then turn right onto Tindals Road
(sealed) and continue along the road
just until a bit before the intersection
with Heidelberg-Warrandyte Road
where there is another single track
running alongside Riverside Sand
and Soil (although it is not on the
river side).
Pop out at Mahoneys Court and cross
Heidelberg-Warrandyte Road to the
bike path on the other side.
Take the sealed bike path to
Warrandyte High School.
5.5km: Map Point 3
Warrandyte High School
Cross at the pedestrian lights (we’re
all about safety out here) and follow
the gravel road along HeidelbergWarrandyte Road to a single track.
Now you’re riding high above that
busy main road.
Follow this single track (at a fork
follow right — not along the fence) all
the way to Crystal Brook Tourist Park
but before you actually get there, you’ll

come across the Bellbird Steps (there’s
39 of them).
Either walk or MTB down the steps
—but if you ride, keep going, hang
back over your rear wheel, and don’t
hit those front brakes!
Take a minute to recover.
6.4km: Map Point 4
Crystal Brook Tourist Park
The carpark across the road (don’t
go there unless you want to play in
the playground or buy some plants at
Beasley’s Nursery — they also have a
café — but it’s too early for coffee now)
is the end of the Main Yarra Trail.
From this carpark you could ride all
the way into the city on a mix of sealed
and unsealed shared trail.
From there you can also access the
MTB trails at Candlebark and future
trails in Tikalara.
But not today, that fun is for next
time.
Remember you haven’t crossed the
road, but you’re going over the little
bridge (Mullum Mullum Creek) and
turning left onto the Mullum Mullum
Creek Trail.
Follow the trail all the way to
Reynolds Road, before which there is
a steep short climb to the traffic lights
on Reynolds Road.
Cross at these lights and veer left to
find the path and keep following the
Mullum Mullum Creek Trail.
9km: Map Point 5
Mullum Mullum Reserve
At this reserve (at the back of the new
Mullum Mullum Stadium) you’ll find a
pergola with picnic tables, BBQ, water
refill station, one of those talking toilets
and carparking.
Might be a nice time to have a rest
and eat your packed lunch (that’s what
we did).
Follow the Mullum Mullum Trail to
Old Warrandyte Road/Tindals Road.
Veer right and ride along the footpath
to cross this road to re-join the Mullum
Mullum Trail on the other side — now
you’ll be heading towards Park Road
(Park Orchards).
12.4km: Map Point 6
Park Road
Cross Park Road and re-join the
Mullum Mullum Trail — keep riding

along Park Road and don’t turn right
onto the trail back into the Mullum
Mullum Linear Reserve otherwise
you’ll end up in Ringwood.
And now we say goodbye to all things
Mullum Mullum.
Make sure you’re not heading to
Ringwood, but that you’re riding on
the bike path along Park Road — it will
take you across Park Road again and
at the driveway of house number 425
you’ll see a single track there heading
into the bushes (you could stay on the
sealed bike path if you want but hey,
we spotted single track).
Follow the single track (still running
alongside Park Road) and again you’ll
pop out back onto the sealed bike path
at Allan Morton Reserve.
Allan Morton was a nice guy who did
lots of good things in Park Orchards,
that’s what the sign said.
After a while the bike path turns into
an on-road bike lane climbing up to
the Park Orchards township.
Turn left at Arundel Road (or go
straight if you want coffee in Park
Orchards) and on your left you’ll see
an interpretive sign (sign Number 5
of the Park Orchards Heritage Trail)
outlining the history of the old Army
Camp Hospital.
Brownely’s Cottage circa 1940 is
there on your right and Ms Papez had
some connection to that cottage that
she outlined in great detail, but I was
busy thinking about where we were
riding next to remember all the details.
Continue along the very smooth,
sealed Arundel Road and admire the
homes along the way until you get to
the T-intersection with Knees Road
(hopefully your knees are okay at this
point).
Cross Knees Road and turn left onto
the gravel footpath that takes you to
100 Acres Reserve.
15.2km: Map Point 7
100 Acres Reserve
There’s lots of tracks and trails in 100
Acres, which I presume is 100 acres,
but you’re only allowed to ride the
perimeter trail — that’s right — with
the horses.
Go left and follow the perimeter
trail, which is called at this point the
Western Boundary track, then right
onto the Northern Boundary Track,
right at Berringa Road Track but
then turn left at Wirth Road Track to
Ringwood-Warrandyte Road (they
were so creative with the names of
the major roads out of Warrandyte
weren’t they).
Scoot down left along the service
road to get to a better spot to cross
Ringwood-Warrandyte Road —
otherwise getting to Hall Road from
this spot is pretty dangerous — fast
cars and blind corners — not a good
mix with bikes.
At the end of that little service road
you want to turn right onto RingwoodWarrandyte Road then first left onto
Hall Road — serenity again.
16.8km: Map Point 8
Hall Road
Ride along Hall Road which is sealed
— at times you’ll see the postie track
so you can hop onto that if you want.
Eventually you’ll get to South
Warrandyte Hall — not much here
but there is a tap on the outside of the
building if you need some water (just
behind the Hall sign) — now, I’m no
street-nomenclature historian — but
we’re all a bit literal it seems — and
I just realised why it might be called
Hall Road.
Next to the hall, on Hall Road, is
the Donvale Christian College Year 9

campus and here on Hall Road you can
see the old Warrandyte South Primary
School No. 3476 — the college has
preserved the old classroom.
Continue zooming down Hall Road
to Ringwood-Warrandyte Road again
and cross this busy crazy road but
luckily before the even crazier ‘Five
Ways’ intersection with Croydon Road.
Cross Husseys Lane (if you go down
Husseys Lane to connect with Gold
Memorial Road you can divert to our
Orange Route that we detailed last
month) until you find yourself at the
servo.
18.6km: Map Point 9
Five Ways (Shell Servo)
Here at the servo you’ll find the
usual fare, but ride past the servo and
follow the postie track that runs along
Ringwood-Warrandyte Road.
It’s downhill now, on your right,
at about Royden Road on your left
(19.2km), is the Warrandyte Berry
Farm (cross the road to buy some
strawberry ice cream if you need
sweetening, or olive oil if you need
greasing).
A further 400m finds you at Harding
Road (see also MTB3113 — Orange
Route), ride up the gravel a bit and
down the single track on the right to
continue to Warrandyte until you get
to Masonic Avenue (the Warrandyte
Childcare and Preschool Centre).
Cross Ringwood-Warrandyte Road at
the childcare centre as there’s a gravel
footpath on the other side of the road
(and no more single track on this side).
After 400m you’ll be crossing Tills
Drive (which again joins MTB3113
Orange Route to Black Flat), but we’re
heading to the river path, the entrance
to which is past the Stonehouse Café
(yes, coffee).
Take the river path to the Warrandyte
Bridge (again toilets, cafes, picnic area,
BBQs, and some exercise equipment
under the bridge if you haven’t done
enough yet).
22.1km: Map Point 10
Warrandyte Bridge
One thing you’ll notice here is the
historic stone toilet block-bus shelter
which was recently carefully restored
and renovated.
Look up the hill and you’ll also see
the historic stone RSL Memorial Tower
and steps.
Then there’s the renovated bridge
with also some stone features.
Okay after you’ve admired all the
stonework, and the locals and outof-towners enjoying the Warrandyte
Bridge and river’s edge, continue
carefully along the river side walk
(carefully not because of the terrain but
because of the other living creatures
using the path) and just past the steps
that take you to the Warrandyte Grand
Hotel you’ll see a smooth concrete
path (behind the old chapel and
historical society) heading back up to
the trail head.
22.8km: End
Warrandyte MTB Trailhead
Lock up your bike and head off to one
of the many establishments offering
refreshments.
You’ve just crossed most of the major
roads leading in and out of Warrandyte
and uncovered other parks and trails
that will take you in all directions.
Even a couple of historic sites to boot.
You might be wondering why your
kilometre count doesn’t match up to
mine — it doesn’t matter — you didn’t
get lost and you had a grand old time.
Next instalment: Not for the faint
hearted, MTB3113 hill challenge.
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On track for a strong season of athletics
By ED MUNKS
THE VICTORIAN Little Athletics
State Relay Championships were
run at Lakeside Stadium the week
before Easter with the dynamic duo
Macey Hansen and Chloe Baldock
representing Doncaster winning the
silver medal in the girls U10 4 x100m
event.
In the Senior Athletics competition
Doncaster Athletics Club celebrated
their 50th anniversary by winning the
premiership in the Premier Division of
the 2020/21 AVSL (Athletics Victoria
Shield League).
This was an amazing performance
given that Doncaster was only
promoted to the Premier Division
for the first time this season, after an
emphatic win in Division 2 last season.
In a fantastic show of sportsmanship,
long-time premiership holders
Essendon Athletics’ club president
came over to congratulate the entire
Doncaster cohort on winning the
Shield.
Many local athletes put in some
fantastic performances at the PlayOffs.
Nicole Reynolds ran a great 100m in
order to help the club, as her specialty
400m hurdle event was not offered in
the playoffs.
Others to feature on the weekend
were Abbey Caldwell, Harriette Glover
and Emma Peak in the Female Under
18s 100m.
Emma’s mum Kim Peak competed in
the over 40s discus with a 9.66m.
The Parrott family flock all performed
well on the day with mum Alison
running in the over 40’s 100m in 18.15,
a 4th in the 1500m in a 7.24 and then
backed up in the long jump.
Parrott brothers Lachlan and Matt
had a great tussle in their 100m race
with Lachie edging in front by 0.22 of
a second, both boys also competed in
the discus and long jump and again
the elder Lachlan just getting in front
of the younger Matt.
Not to be outdone, patriarch Andrew
chalked up the hands and competed

in the over 40s discus with a 15.96m
and nursing a dodgy hamstring, then
finished his season off in a 2.76m long
jump.
The flock contributed a massive 3200
points towards Doncaster’s winning
score on the day.
The Ward family also contributed
strongly with Patrick scoring over 800
points on the day with a 0.3 second pb
in the Male 18s 100m 12.8, then backed
up in the discus and long jump.
Jacqui Ward in the over 40s still
recovering from a knee injury, could
only compete in the discus and came
close to scoring a PB to contribute to
the overall team success.
At the Melbourne Track Classic
held on Thursday, March 25, Nicole
Reynolds finished 4th (originally
ranked 6th in the field) in the 400m
hurdles with a time of 61.31 seconds
(a 1.15 second PB) and also earned
well-deserved $175 in prize money for
her 4th place.
The Australian Track and Field

BY JOSH HUNTLY
18-YEAR OLD Brady Poole claimed
Warrandyte Cricket Clubs Steve Pascoe
Best & Fairest Medal, becoming the
second-youngest player to do so in the
awards history.
Poole took out the “P”, along with the
Gerald Walshe First XI Medal, with 23
votes after hitting 174 runs and taking
19 wickets in a stellar all-round season.
In front of a packed venue, last
season’s winner, Josh Aitken, presented
Poole the latest red and white striped
jacket, a garment awarded exclusively
to Pascoe medallists.
Poole, also Warrandyte’s youngest
ever First XI debutant, claimed the
club’s highest honour ahead of Craig
Haslam (21 votes) and Second XI
skipper Luke Warren (17 votes) in an
exciting vote count.
Poole has compiled an impressive
Warrandyte cricketing resumé already.
Moving from Sixth XI cricket to

the First XI in the space of a season,
debuting in the Ones at just 13,
premiership player and captain and
now a place among the club’s elite as
one of the club’s Pascoe Medallists.
Just two votes behind in second,
Haslam amassed seven half-centuries
and 239 runs this season to win the
inaugural Greg Warren Eighth XI
Medal.
Warren claimed 25 wickets at an
average of 13, claiming the Brett Kline
Medal as the Second XI Best and Fairest
to make it back to back awards after
previously claiming the Third XI Award.
Third XI Skipper and U16 premiership
Coach Brandon Stafford capped off a
stellar season by winning the Nathan
Croft Third XI Best and Fairest after
claiming 28 wickets at an average of
just 12.
Shaun Ison made it back to back Jim
Gathercole Medals in the Fourth XI
after hitting 176 runs and taking 15
wickets.

BY JOSH HUNTLY
WARRANDYTE Football Club is due
to return to competitive play round
one on April 17 against Ferntree Gully.
Fo r su p p o r t e r s, p l aye r s, a n d
committee who have waited nearly a
year and a half for a game of footy, it
can’t come soon enough.
The Bloods played Prahran
Assumption Football Club in practice
matches on March 27 as pre-season
preparations wind down.
With 80 registered players, the club
is looking forward to a successful
Division 3 season under head coach
Paul Donahoo who says he liked what
he sees from his charges.
“It’s starting to sharpen up now.

“Numbers have been really good,
we’ve been getting over 60 just about
every night,” he said.
“We’re trying to teach a new game
style and we’re trying to ease everyone
back into it after not playing for 18
months — so fingers crossed we have
that mix right.
“I couldn’t be happier with how it’s
going.”
After finals in 2019, Donahoo
says this year is a clean slate, but he
maintains his confidence in a side that
has seen some players depart but has
seen the addition of several talented
footballers.
“We don’t have a set goal — every
club is here to win a premiership —

Championships are scheduled for
mid-April in Sydney where Nicole
Reynolds and Abbey Caldwell will be
competing.
Local competition is strong at Easter
weekend’s Stawell Gift, as we go to
print, Park Orchards is represented by
Harrison Kerr, who is toeing the line
for the final of the Gift after winning
his heat on Easter Saturday.

The Doncaster Athletics Club
warmly welcomes athletes of all
abilities and any age, 12 and above.
For any inquiries, please contact
club president Campbell
McLennan on 0414 533 677 and
for East Doncaster Little athletics
contact Lisa Hansen on
0408 140 461

Brady Poole claims Steve Pascoe Medal
Drew El-Moussali was another back
to back Best and Fairest winner, taking
out his second Rob Leguier in as many
years after topping the club run-scoring
with 497 at a whopping average of 82.
At just 16 years of age, Isaac Rakuscek
took out yet another Best and Fairest,
claiming the Ivan Vojlay Medal after
previously claiming the Seventh XI
Award in 2019/2020.
Travis Jackson, a cricketer fondly
referred to as ‘The Run Machine’, was
the Andrew Thomas C with 262 runs
to his name in 2020/2021.
The President’s Award was presented
to Michelle Heffernan for her work
i n g e tt i ng Gi r l’s a n d Wo m e n ’s
competitons up and running.
With last years full event cancelled
due to COVID restrictions, a sizeable
crowd walked down the literal red
carpet into the Warrandyte clubrooms
bringing the season proper to a close
for the club.

Bloods footy season set to get underway
that is the goal for every club.”
“We have come from finals last
season, so you obviously want to
improve on that,” he said.
“I’m also a realist; we’ve lost seven
players from that side that played
finals, and you talk about the quality
of a Jack Grimes, and the quality that
has gone out.
“We’ve topped up with a few good
players and we’ve got some really
exciting youngsters that will get a run
in the 1s.”
After a tumultuous 12 months, the
2021 season presents a variety of
unknowns and Donahoo says it’s been
tough to get a read on the form-line of
the competition.

“We don’t know much about what’s
going on elsewhere.
“COVID has obviously hit salary caps
and some people just aren’t playing
footy this year.
“We had a few guys locked away who
can’t play now because of jobs and
things like that.
It’s a completely different world
now.”
“Having a bye Round 1 is a bit of
a blessing in disguise, it gives us a
chance to have a look at a few others
and see where everyone’s at.”
Positive energy is sweeping through
the squad, as local clubs across the
area gear up to run out for their first
competitive hit-outs in 18 months.

“When we were in lockdown and I got
the role, I spoke to nearly everybody
through text, phone, whatever, and
everyone just missed being with the
boys,” said Donahoo.
“I’m big on having a big energy
around the group and you don’t need
massive footballing ability to do that,
I think we’re starting to adapt that
more.”
“People are out now and they’re
having fun.
“Tuesday afternoon hits and I’m
itching to get down to training and
having some fun with the boys.”
Warrandyte will run out for the first
time since August 25, 2019, against
Ferntree Gully on April 17.
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Fourth XI fall short in Grand Final
BY JOSH HUNTLY
WARRANDYTE Cricket Clubs Fourth
XI were the only senior side to progress
to a Grand Final and despite a narrow
defeat were wrapped in a contest for
the ages.
The side defeated Templeton
comprehensively the week before to
book a deciding contest against top of
the table Heathwood, with both sides
prevailing over each other once during

the regular season.
Playing at Heathmont Reserve,
Warrandyte learned they were to bat
first with Alex Coutts and skipper Chris
Jackson opening the batting.
A probing start gave way to early
trouble with the first wicket of Jackson
for six, followed soon by Coutts and
Haworth to leave the side 3/19.
Three-fa soon became four-fa with
Shaun Ison also departing for a low
score which brought Sean Dixon to
the crease.
Dixon, with Tom Heffernan at the
other end, began the work of rebuilding
the innings and supporters were
treated to a blistering performance
from Dixon.
A boundary off his first ball was
followed by a flurry of six more,

i n c l u d i n g a t ow e r i n g s i x ov e r
midwicket and Warrandyte suddenly
found themselves back in the game.
Controversy reigned after a no-ball
six was overturned and called dead
after a perceived fielding indiscretion
was found to be incorrect.
Heffernan fell at 5/71 after a crucial
45-run stand with Dixon, bringing
James Weatherley to the crease.
Dixon followed Heffernan for 48
soon after but Weatherley, carrying a
rib injury, grinded a crucial 30 runs.
Following his dismissal, Ned Mooney
helped put on important runs in the
dying overs and Dean Gidley (18)
showed the full force of his booming
cover drives with two finding the fence.
Jake Stubbs came in at the death
to contribute seven and Warrandyte

completed the recovery to post a
defendable 149.
Stubbs, much like he did all season,
came steaming in with great pace to
open the bowling and didn’t have to
wait long for his first wicket.
His searing delivery claimed the
middle stump of the Heathwood
opener and the defence was truly
underway.
In a tens e opening stand-off
Heathwood recovered to grind out a
partnership but it was Ison, with his
first delivery of the day, who would
claim the second wicket, the batsman
trapped LBW.
Ison struck again shortly after and
Warrandyte held the ascendancy at
3/27.
Stubbs returned after tea to claim his

second and completed his spell with
2/14 after eight overs.
Gidley joined the attack and claimed
an early wicket with Heathwood at
4/87.
From there, Heathwood mounted
a comeback in the dying overs and
despite two late wickets to Warrandyte,
the match came down to the final over.
Despite a fighting over from Shaun
Ison, Warrandyte were passed on
the third last ball of the day, bringing
to a close a strong season from the
Fourth XI.
Warrandyte 8/149 def by
Heathwood 6/150
Sean Dixon 48, James Weatherley 30,
Jake Stubbs 2/14

Warrandyte’s junior cricketers claim Grand Final
By JOSH HUNTLY
WARRANDYTE Cricket Clubs Under
16s and Under 14s claimed thrilling
last-over Grand Final victories to
bring home two premierships for
the club.
U16s | Warrandyte
def East Ringwood
The Under 16s forged a path to the
John Springett Grand Final courtesy
of a tense Semi-Final victory over
Seville.
They booked a showdown with
first-placed East Ringwood at East
Ringwood Reserve.
Bowling first in sunny but dewy
conditions, Isaac Rakuscek struck the
first blow of the Final early, with an
LBW, before East Ringwood mounted
a resistance.
They progressed to 3/70 despite
wickets to Anthony Dale and Jarrah
Aitken before a flurry of dismissals
turned the game on its head.
Matthew Quick claimed the fourth
wicket followed by a superb direct hit
run-out by Rakuscek with one stump
showing.
Lucas Jackson managed to slip
through a batsman’s defence and
Warrandyte suddenly had East
Ringwood in a tight spot at 6/73.
Henry Fyfe returned to bowl and
claimed three of the last four wickets
for a career best return of 3/4 and
restricted East Ringwood’s score to 90.
Fyfe commenced the run chase with
fellow opener Rakuscek and got the
side off to a flying start with a 28-run
stand.
Both retired not out after their
allotted 25 deliveries.
Cohen Croft came in and put
together a fine 15 before his 25 balls
expired.
Despite wickets in hand, the run
rate slowed and after the dismissal of
Kayden Trayford it was up to Jarrah
Aitken and Callum Lawson to bring
home the win, requiring 16 off the
last three overs.
A boundary to Lawson and quick
r u n n i ng b e t w e e n t h e w i cke t s
alleviated the pressure and Aitken,
after a gritty 21*, brought up the

win on the first ball of the last over,
much to the adulation of the side and
supporters.
Henry Fyfe was declared best on
field after his 3/4 and 18*.
U14s | Warrandyte
def Templeton
In the spirit of the day, the U14s held
a thriller of their own at Warrandyte
Reserve.
Bowling first, skipper Noah Habjan
claimed the first wicket to get
underway followed by wickets to Wes
Callow and Noah Thorpe.
Templeton progressed to 3/102
before Thorpe and Raphael Cramb
combined for a brilliant run out.
Habjan struck again and a flurry
of run outs toward the end saw
Warrandyte restrict their opposition
to 143 but had a substantial chase
on their hands to bring home a
premiership.
The chase was on.
Cramb and Tate Hodgson opened
the batting and got the side off to a
flying start with both retiring.
Noah Thorpe (29*) and Toby Warr
(28) came to the crease and broke the
game wide open with their innings
before Warr departed for the sides
first wicket at 1/85.
A middle order falter shifted the
momentum again and Warrandyte
suddenly found themselves 5/113.
Ned Gidley posted a recovery with
his 14 but following his and Hodgson’s
dismissal after a quick-fire 28, it was
up to Cramb and Thorpe, returned to
the crease, to claim the runs in the
final over.
9/138 with six required to win.
A run on the second and fourth ball
left them needing four runs with two
balls to spare before Raphael Crambs
stepped up to take his team to glory
with his shot to the boundary leaving
everyone on the edge of their seat.
While the ball had been cut off by a
Templeton player, the pair managed
to run out a four to complete the
victory and claim the Under 14-2 flag.
Noah Thorpe, 1/20 and 29*, was
deemed best on ground in the Grand
Final.

Under 16s

Under 14s

Day continues to rise with WNCL debut
FORMER WARRANDYTE cricketer
Sophie Day backed up an impressive
WBBL campaign with the Melbourne
Stars with her domestic One-Day
debut for the Victorian Women’s
Cricket team in the Women’s National
Cricket League.
Day received her cap before the
match against Western Australia
and after skipper Elyse Villani chose
to bat first, Day was called upon to
bat in the 38th over with the Vics at
7-132, contributing six to the overall
score of 155.
Day claimed the wicket of Amy
Edgar for her maiden dismissal but
it wouldn’t be enough for the Vics
as WA passed their score with six

wickets in hand.
It was a solid first hit out for Day,
who had to bide her time for a spot
in the starting XI with names like
Australian team regulars such as
Meg Lanning, Ellyse Perry, and
Sophie Molineux among many others
forming a formidable pecking order.
Victoria was again outclassed by
WA a few days later, but Day backed
up her debut performance with a
career-best score of 17 not out.
Victoria faced Queensland in the
WNCL final but without Day, who
was omitted for the fixture as several
Vic regulars returned.
Regardless, Day concluded an
excellent summer of cricket with

both the Stars and the Victorians,
establishing herself as a reliable allround option for both sides.
While not often called on to bat
in a talented line-up for the Stars,
her exploits with the ball were wellnoted.
11 wickets at an average of just 21 in
Australia’s premier T20 competition,
especially for a spinner, was an
impressive way to mark her arrival
to the big stage.
She was also named in the Stars
Grand Final side and despite a defeat
to the Thunder, it’s a promising
indication of the trajectory Day’s
career will take going forward.
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